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Intestinal flu cases soar in Michigan
In the Iasi two months. 37
outbreaks of norovirus were
reported compared to 36
outbreaks statewide in 2005
By Brandon **1^**^^
Wl Ammrnm hhu*

CUd shoulder Indtnn of Co«*r beerr
located at 4*rh Avenue and here* Sower n
Adendate Mm* reported furnace proftum*

Copper
Beech faces
problems
with heating
By Shawn Zalewsfci
GVl. Staff Writer

Following a senes of complaint*
from several students. Allendale
Township officials and residents
have joined in the light lo Ax
several
maintenance
problem*
within the Copper Beech Apartment
complexes
In the past few months, insufficient
furnace heating has caused tenants m
three- and four-bedroom spaces in
endure hot temperatures on top floors
while basement* receive minimal
heat.
"Why should we have to pay
more money to put our apartment* m
emergency heal mode because they
couldn’t install the correct equipment
in the first place.” said senior Kristen
Ellison, who lives m a three-bedroom
living space "I’m not paying for then
mistakes If it breaks, it's on them ”
Calls
to
Copper
Beech
management were not returned as of
press time
Ellison echoed others' complaints,
saying the complex’s policy of lump
sum water bill payment of $15 a
month does not accurately reflect
usage.
For senior David Stemmet/. the
problems began shortly after movmg
into his apartment
The hot water healer broke seven
times, causing basement flooding,
he said Despite complaint* to the
management, it took a month lo Ax
the problem, he added
Dilapidated
staircases.
slow
Internet service, cracking floors and
flooding in the parking lots also drew
complaints from many students
Steinmet/ created a Facebook
com forum Monday which he said
was designed to act on the problems
and seek legal advice
‘Too
many
people
were
complaining and trying lo Ax the
situation on theu own.” Steinmet/
said "When you pool resources,
though, you get results ”
The group is attempting to compile
a list of every indoor maintenance
problem and rental code violation,
as well as discuss rent and other
payment issues
Allendale Township officials are
working with the students to rectify
See Copper Beech, A2

f/Muefk WAhatuk began her day tan Wednesday like
my oiler. jarndtog etas* and ha*** lunch waft Inends
But by sanS-afternoon, toe GVSl' ten** found herself
at home nnmcou* and li^H-beaded
By Thursday. Wdhanu became so vudendy ill. she
unwed her cfanacs and erndd not get out of bed
"The whole day wm shot,” she wad *1 couldn't study,
couldn't read couldn't leave the house ~
Lariung aainrancr Wdhams was reluctant lo go to a
a---------- .J

"Friday ntghl at about I am I called the hospaud. and
diry add me In come m unmeduuefy ” she said "They
send f waned loo long ”
Wdhams wm dagnosed wuh mm dehydration,
and became of die (puck onset of symptoms, doctors
suspected a coudtton called norovirus an umbrdla lerm
lor a straws of Mtestmal flu and food potsomng
In die part two weeks, a "handful" of students have
gone to GVJU'i Campus Healdi Center wdi mtesimaJ
flu symptoms, sand Repnerod Nurse Fatty Feenstra.
Typscady. die healdi center does me lest for norovnus

tAlly il there wax a number of suidenu with the tame
symptoms or living in one location would we let! for a
specific virus." she added
Andy Beachnau. director of Housing al GVSU. said
(here have been no reported cases on campus
Nokivuus is a contagious illness transmitted through
local matter and vomit, which is passed from unwashed
hands and on surface areas
Restaurants, nursing homes and college campuses
ate especially susceptible to virus outbreaks, said Amy
Moms, community relations coordinator for Kent County
rifiiu) lAepanmmK
Since last year, stale health officials have been
struggling lo identify and prevent a quickly growing
number of norovirus outbreak*
In 2006. the Michigan Department of Community
Health reported 145 outbreak* afflicting more than 5 XXX)
people Only 36 outbreak* were recorded statewide in
2005
Already m 2007. the stale health department ha*
identified 37 outbreak*
Kent County had 13 of la*t year'* outbreak*, with a
resulting 420 people ill. Moms said
"I dunk some of (the increase of reported cases) may
have lo do with our awarenes* of the virus.” said Dr.
Paul Hrsdrl. the medical director for the Ottawa County
Health Department "More people are likely testing for
outbreak* that might have been previously overlooked or
generalized ”
Because of fast and contagious onset of symptom*.
GVt INutfrjtion / BsMy Pn»«llw|

See Norovirus, A2

On th* rtsa: Norovirus outbreaks have increased m the state

Drunken driving on rise
GVSUs Department of Public Safety arrested 19
drunken drivers in the past two months alone
By Leslie Perales
GVL Newt Hdltor

0VI MvHWion / Utt* I

Dangerous Orhrtng that* have already bean 19 cases of drunken dnvinq reported to the
Department of eubtar Safety at Grand VaAay Slate Orwvary«y ynce ten 1

From Jan. 1 through Feb. 17,
Grand Valley State University's
Department of Public Safety made
19 drunken driving arrests.
Compared to the 30 total drunken
driving arrests made in 2006, the
figure has DPS officers worried.
‘‘I'm not sure why we had a
lower number in 2006. but it's very
concerning that we have had such
an increase in the first month and a
half of this year.” said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan. assistant director of the
DPS. “Nineteen individuals in such a
short amount of time is unusual.”
Slick winter roads and the weather
may have had an effect on the larger
number. DeHaan said.
”We have located a number of
intoxicated drivers that have either
crashed or have crashed off the
roadway into snow banks,” he said.
Because there is such a high
amount of pedestrian traffic on
campus, drunken driving also puts
students and others walking on
campus at risk. DeHaan said.
“Obviously, we're not happy about
it,” said junior Geoff Patterson, who
owns Responsible Boy Taxi service.
“When we charge only $2 for a safe
ride home, why wouldn't you call
us?"
Weaving in and out of lanes,
excessive speed, failure to use turn
signals and turning corners too widely
are all behaviors officers associate
with drunken driving. DeHaan said.
In 2003. the Unlawful Bodily
Alcohol Content was changed from
.10 to OR. For those younger than
21. it is against the law to drive

Triangle Foundation offers new resources for GLBT
By Erik Westlund
GVl. Aetittanl Newt Hdttar

Michigan's largest organization serving the gay.
lesbian, bisexual and tramgrnder community is
expanding its service* to the West Michigan area
The Triangle Foundation, based out of Detroit, is the
facilitator of an association of statewide remedies for
victims of sexual orientation based discrimination
Triangle provides education on gay issues, organize*
and coordinates events and is an advocate (or victims
of hate crimes and discrimination
"The Triangle Foundation i* Michigan * leading

t

civil right* organization tervmg the gay community
through anti violence program* and through public
policy.” said Colette Beighley. director of the Grand
Rapids office.
The foundation also provides a voice against
local anti-gay groups such as the American Family
Association and the Family Research Council, she
added
MiH Ford, coordinator of the Grand Valley State
University gay. lesbian, bisexual and transgender
resources, welcomes this voice.
”1 think it» needed everywhere people are trying to
make us — and keep us — second-class citizens,” he

f

said "We need a voice for equality.”
The foundation also educates Michigan lawmakers
about discrimination, Beighley said
“We are m 1 .anting advocating for legislation that
recognizes our equality, not denies our humanity," said
Triangle Foundation spokeswoman Dawn Wolfe.
That is where Beighley met a representative of the
Triangle Foundation two years ago. while pushing
anti-bullying legislation.
Beighley said she has a personal stake in issues
affecting the gay community.
"My son came out two years ago when he was
See Resources, A2
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with a bodily alcohol content ol
.02 or more. Upon first offense, an
Operating While Intoxicated charge
is a misdemeanor.
A first offense may result in a $ 100
to $500 fine, up to 93 days in jail or up
to 360 hours of community service,
driver's license suspension for 30
days followed by restrictions for 150
days, six points on the driver's record
and a $1,000 Driver Responsibility
Fee for two consecutive years.
It may also include possible
vehicle immobilization or ignition
interlock.
“(Students who drink and drive)
are simply being selfish,” Patterson
said. "They're putting their own
lives and those of others on the road
in jeopardy instead of either finding
a friend to drive them or calling us.”
Students should not let theit
friends drive anywhere after drinking,
no matter how short the distance.
DeHaan said.
DPS officers encourage anyone
who believes they may be driving
near a drunken driver to call 911 and
report the information.
Students may also report cases to
DPS by calling (616) 331-3255.
”1 feel more students should be
using our service as an alternative
to drunken driving because we’re
cheap, fast and easy,” Patterson said.
“Or if you really can't afford the $2
just sleep over where ever you are
and drive home in the morning.”
For safe rides on weekends,
students can call
Responsible
Boy at (616) 890-4419, Rides to
downtown locations are $5 while
trips throughout the Allendale area
are $2. For more information, viaii
http://www.responsibleboytaxi.com,

1/truhorn
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THURSDAY, Feb 22
■Al day event Knthof Cantor Daytime
“(XjrjrTH rTfvmo int YYwwfr warm

Ufl «l (he MM Ctrl* Lounge
■ Fra* Mow
Madeat Family
Reunion' (2006); showing al 10 am. 2
pm., 7 pm and 10 pm al to Krttol
Cantor throu^) Saturday

■8 am to 3 pm. — Mathematics
In Action al the Eberhard Cantor, tot
Campus
■8 am. to 5 pm. — On-campus
ntorvews Unwmay Directories al 22(6
Drifts
■9 to 10 a m — Discussion Group Alendale. al the Kirkhof Cantor RM142

FRIDAY,

■9 am to S pm, — OrKampus
Interviews target Corporation at 1166
Dribs.
■noon to 1 pm. — Agng VMth
Attitude at the MM Cantor RM
215/216

•6 30

to 7:30 p.m. — On-Campus

Recruftng feaca Corps

ntormation

session at Dribs Cantor 107C
■ 7 to 8 pm.-—Stress Management at

■ 3 to 4 pm. — 12 Stop Recovery
Meeting at the GVA, Oakland Budding,
Apl #1.

the Copeland LMng Cantor

■4 to 6 pm — Bastetbal playotf
meeting (Men's A ORec. Women's) at
the FHRM 8-145

IntomaOona! Chddhoods m Afghanistan

■ 5 to 6 pm. — Me Runner Discussion
Group at the Smal Conference Room,
Holand

■ 7 to 9 p m. — Borrowed Robes
at in

103

■8 to 10 p m.—Free Play Opus 21 at
the Lotas Armstrong Theater, RAC
■9:30 p.m to mdmgN — Intramural

■6 to 7 pm. — 12-Stop Recovery
Meeting at the GVA Oakland Budding.

SATURDAY,

Feb 23

the DeVbs Cantor 1168
■ 1 to 4 p.m. — AJfces b Advocates
Training at the lakar Wage North
Community Cantor
■ 1 to 5 p,m. — 'Stop the Presses*
casting at the Kxkhof Center RM 056
Thomapple
■ 7 30 to 8:30 p m. — Economics
Club FDfC Corporate Presantabon at

Chorale and V^rvty Men at the Lous

■9 pm. to 2 am. — UN GVBN
the Kirthof Cantor

■ Al day event Cathdc Campus
Mmslry Student Mass at the CookDeVWt Cantor Audtonum
■ Free Mow: The Descent' (2006);
showing at 10 am, 2 pm., 7 pm.
and 10 p.m at the Kvkhof Cantor

■ 10 a m
to 4 p m
—
Intermediate Leaders Institute at
the Kirkhof Canter

tournament

■ 5 to 6 pm. — 12-Step Recovery
Meeting at the GVA Oakland
Building, Apt #1.

at the Unweruty Qub, F*w Campus

■ 11 am. to S p.m. — Racquetbal
At the FH Center

Racquetbal Courts.

■ 7:30 pm
— GVSU Men s
Basketball vs. Farris Stata University
at Big Rapids. Ml

Ensemble, Urwersity Singers and
FestKai Women's Chorale at the Lous

■3 to 5 pm — Select Women's

Armstrong Theater, RAC.

■ 1030 pm. — 70's Roler Disco At

■ S to 6 pm. — 12-Stop Recovery
Meeting at the (NA Oakland Buddng,

the Tarry Hal Rofcr Rink.

Apt II

T-oofdn^ for a

In hows I

Country Place
APARTMENTS

rj:

8!

^fcises^vailablc

Stop

our office or c-oll

v( for more, information

Resources
continued from page At

the problem* as soon as
possible, said Tami Arsenault,
rental housing inspector,
With furnaces on the thud
floor of three- and four-bedroom
living spaces, the heal barely
reaches the basement level. Local
code mandates rooms must be
kept at 68 degrees, regardless of
how powerful the furnace unit is.
Arsenault said.
The Allendale design is based
on a similar complex in Georgia
that was likely designed for
warmer climates, Arsenault said,
so the buildings and heating
systems may not be prepared for
Michigan winters.
Township officials recently
received test results from heat
loss and gain calculations,
which reveal how efficient the
heating and cooling systems are
compared to industry standards.
The results have not yet been
thoroughly analyzed, Arsenault
said.
Despite how widespread the
problems may be, she said it is
not practical to impose mass
renovations.
“We can't expect to rip out
dry wall, replace ducts and
displace hundreds of kids for a
month," she said.
Thorough inspections are
required by law to determine
minimum standards for building.
Arsenault said. If the work does
not meet standards, tenants
cannot move in. Insulation,
heating systems and windows are
included, while carpeting docs
not have to adhere to standards.
To discuss further action.
Steinmetz said he may organize
a meeting in the Kirkhof Center
to voice the students' options.
“I'm living there another
year," Steinmetz said. “I want
the problems to be alleviated
when my brother moves in with
me.”

16 years old.” she said. “And
we have loved turn and supported
him unconditionally.“
Beighley s family was surprised
by the anti-gay discrimination her
family has faced since her son
came out. she said
“Discrimination is alive and
well m West Michigan." she said.
"It is very teal, and I am happy to
be part of an organization that is
fighting against that."
Beighley pointed to bullying and
harassment of her son and actions
taken by her family's church as
evidence of this discrimination.
Her husband was a licensed
minister at a fundamental,
evangelical church and operates
Beighley Counseling Associates,
where be is a marriage and family
therapist.
"We wanted to be very
straightforwaid about the journey
of our family," she said. “And
my husband wanted to have a

conversation about the church's
stance on homosexuality ”
Less than a week later, ha
husband received notice from
the church telling him his
license had been revoked. The
family's counseling business also
experienced a large drop in business
— which Beighley attributed to
losing referrals from the church.
'‘Some people don’t find their
voice until their throat has been
cut," she said. "I am astounded to
find myself in this position hut so
grateful to be able to do something
about il"
Beighley would not identify the
church.
The Grand Rapids office is s laled
U> open in May hut operations are
already underway. Those interested
in (he foundation's services can
contact the Detroit office at (313)
537-3323. where they will be
put in contact with Beighley
GVSU students arc encouraged
to also contact the GLBT issues
department on campus.

LITERARY EDITION

$100 PRIZE
IN EACH CATEGORY

\

ART DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION
POETRY
i PROSE
SHORT STORIES

Contact Brandon Hubbard
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■

PHOTOGRAPHY
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DEADLINE: MARCH 2"°
•HI Si-H IA MAH' il 1.-

IMorovirus
■ 2 pm to 1 am. —'From Slavery to
Master of Arts Juan Latino, Classicist
and Rxt* at Padnos Hal 306

■ 9 p.m to 2 a m —
LAKER
LATE NIGHT at the Kirkhof Center

Copper Beech
continued from page A1

■ noon—'Stop the Presses'casing

• 5:30 p.m — GVSU Women's
Basketball vs Ferris State University
at Big Rapids, Ml

Armstrong Theater, RAC

Premiere Party and'Osneypalooza'al

Feb 25

■ 9 to 10 am. — 12-Step
Recovery Meeting at the GVA
Oakland Building, Apt #1,

the Drifts Cantor 202A
to 10 pm. — Urwervty Arts

Baring League at Fairtanes Bowkng
Cantor, Grandrie

SUNDAY,

Feb 24

■ Free Movie 'The Descent'
(2006), showing at 10 am, 2
pm,, 7 pm and 10 pm at the
Kirkhof Center

■9 am to 3 pm. — On-Campus
Recruiting toe* Corps Interviews al

■8

Apt II.

Grand Valley lanthorn

10485 48th Avenue. Suite A
(616) 895-6060
Check out our new Web sites:

www.CountryPlaceApartments.com I

FREE RENT

continued from page A1

Heidel said infected facilities
or patients are often isolated
until the virus passes or location
can be cleaned,
Heidel said Ottawa County
had a serious scare in 2006
when a local summer camp was
forced to shut down prior to the
summer season as a result of the
norovirus.
"We (counselors and staff)
were fortunate to catch it before
the camp started." Heidel said.
“Another week and there would
have been kids from all over the
country there."
The camp's opening was
postponed several weeks until
the entire facility could he
cleaned. Heidel added
Often, norovirus may be
passed by air vomit particles that
rest on countertops in bathrooms.
Morris said. Any contact with
the eyes or mouth can result in
an infection, she said.
While symptoms may not
be fatal, dehydration as a result
of vomiting or diarrhea can
become deadly for the elderly,
children and people with weak
immune systems, according to
the National Center for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Although reported cases are
growing hut not widespread,
those affected realize the
physical and monetary cost of
the virus.
“I haven't gotten my hill yet.
hut a few years ago I went in and
it was $1,000,” Williams said.
"This will probably be twice
that."

*667.*°

Thu was the most espenvv*
electric bill For one month in

PICKARD

Limited number of units available!

«

Contact the Association Office Today!

*A

PEW CAMPUS, DEVOS CENTER
UNIVERSITY CLUB
tor more information about the Peace Corps, visit
www.peacecorps.gov or call 312.353.4990
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Director to study
fatigue in nurses

GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
WGVU receta Communicator

award
WGVU wa> honored by The
Communicator Awards far its
program Xoui Guard Festival
Highlights 2006 "
The Award of I hstmctiun was
presented to WGVU far the mnual
production. The program includes
dips of events and perfanranccs
born the festival and examines the
culture surrounding the area.
The film was edited and
produced by WGVU Producer
and Director Jim Vanda Maas
The Communicator Awards
is an Internationa] competition
that reoognuies outstanding work
in the commurucabtsi field.
Projects that exceed industry
standards in communication and
production skills receive Awards
of Distinction.
For more information on the
"Coast Guard Festival Highlights
2006.” visit hQpV/www wgvu.org.

fatigue."
BlueCross
Blue Shield
requested
Linda Scott, Grand Valley
researchers
Stale University professor
interested
and director of the nursing
in
patient
program, recently received
safety. Scott
$93,000 to study nurse
said.
She
fatigue.
wrote a three
The grant will be available Seta
page letter to
for one year and will go
the company
toward developing a system
of strategies that will reduce about her project, and was
fatigue in hospital nurses and one of seven asked to develop
thus reduce the number of a proposal.
Scott sees this grant as
patient care errors.
“Ultimately,
the
goal the initial step in discovering
will be to increase patient regulations and processes
safety.” Scott said. "The she hopes will blossom into
secondary goal will be to standard hospital policy, she
improve working conditions said.
”1 think the purpose of
for nurses."
Scott's research study this grant is to provide us
will examine nurses who with initial data to see its
work full-time in medical feasibility." Scott said. "It's a
surgical units in a large urban great first step."
Scott
will
base
her
hospital.
During her study, she will research on policies and
already
used
test various techniques that strategies
industries
including
could reduce fatigue, such as by
limiting consecutive working transportation, aviation and
hours and strategic napping space exploration.
These
strategies
will
during the nurses' shifts.
power
naps,
This study will be a include
continuation of the previous examining the number of
research Scott conducted with hours nurses work and the
professor Ann Roberts from strategic use of breaks during
University of Pennsylvania nurses' shifts.
“Given the level of fatigue,
a few years ago. Their study
unearthed
a
correlation if we implement certain
between over-tired nurses and strategies, we will be able
to complement the mistakes
rising patient care errors.
“It comes from being a nurses make," Scott said.
Nurses will
also be
nurse and the commitment to
my profession.” Scott said. educated on the need for a
“We advocate for quality of good night's sleep and the
patient care, this allows us to best methods to obtain much
needed rest.
do that.”
In addition to patient safety.
Neal Rogness, a GVSU
statistics professor, who will Scott hopes her research will
aid Scott in statistical analysis combat the current nursing
shortage and help to retain
of the gathered data.
“This is an important those already working in the
area to conduct research in.” nursing field, she said.
The grant came from the
Rogness said. “Health care is
facing a critical shortage of Blue Cross Blue Shield of
nurses. As a result, nurses can Michigan Foundation. The
insurance
sometimes feel pressured to Michigan-based
work longer shifts, but these company had about $230,000
long hours can also translate for various medical research
into increased errors due to grants.

Caitlin Kelly

GVL Stuff Writer

Grand Rapids charter school to
dose its soon

Gateway Middle/High Charter
School wiO close at the end of this
academic year.
Gateway wifl terminate its
contract with Grand Valley State
University The school opened in
1997 in Grand Rapids
About 130 students attend the
school out of the expected 164.
reported WOOD TV 8.
Many of the students
previously attended Grand Rapids
Public Schools and a committee
is helping students choose other
schools to attend

Aging With Attitude program
targets energy, optimism
Linda Yuhas will talk about
getting hack youthful energy
and optimism at the Aging With
Attitude program today.
The program focuses on
attitudes toward aging.
Participants may bring lunches
and join in the discussion born
noon until 1 pm in the Kirkhof
Center room 213/216.
For
mare
information,
contact the Women's Center at
womenctrtfc1 gvsu.edu.
Lecture on democracy; the
Middle East comes to GVSU

"Prospect of Democracy in the
Middle East," a lecture by Shenfa
Zuhur. will take place today.
Zuhur is a professor of Islamic
and regional studies at the Strategic
Studies Institute of the UJS. Army
War College.
Zuhur \ research includes war
and peace m the Middle East,
modem Middle East politics and
Islamic movements.
She has served in faculty
positions at the University
of
California
Berkeley,
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology and (he Amoican
University in Cairo.
Zuhur has published 10 books
and more than 43 journal articles
and bonk chapters.
The lecture will be in the
Kirkhof Center Grand Rrvrr
Room at I p m.
Allies and Advocates to receive
training

Allies
and
Advocates
Training will focus on the gay.
lesbian, bisexual and transgendcr
community
and
provide
paiticipanLs mfarmatkai and
resources needed lobe an ally
Topics wiD me hide terminology.
loots for sensitive interact*ww with
members ofthe GLBTcommunity,
the use of inclusive language and a
student panel
All interested community
memben
are
welcome
Participants who complete the
training will receive the Allies and
Advocates flyer to post, as well
m inclusion in the campus-wide
network far allies.
The session will be ftiday
bom 1 to 4 pm in Laker Village
North Community Center.
For more information, contact
MJ Thid at theUm4fgvsu.edu or
visit http://www.gvsuoluhio

GVt / Toni lop*;

Green egg* and Spam: Seven panelists came togethef Tuesday tn the Pere Marquette room of Kirkhof Center to discuss their
personal history with the uses and development of food >n the United States GVSU students, staff and faculty sampled a variety
of free food while listening to their perspectives

Cultural flavors
add to education
‘Chitlins to
Chimichangas’
combines cultural
learning, tastes of
ethnic cuisine
By Juliet Bennett
GVl. Staff Writer
The smell of hot food and
seven quotable panelists lured
guests to "From Chitlins
to
Chimichangas.
from
Escargot to Egg rolls: Cultural
Perspectives
from
Grand
Valley's Faculty and Staff'
Tuesday.
Attendees were invited to
sample dishes representative
of various cultures, including
Jamaican
jerk
chicken,
Chinese egg rolls. Mexican
chimichangas and American
barbecue ribs.
Guests were also invited
to bring their own lunch, hut
ample food was provided.
As food was ingested, the
panelists began their anecdotal
speeches. Each had something
different to share reflecting
on food in their own lives and
how their unique experience
related to cultural relativity.
Leading
the discussion
was Lois Owen, director of
Admissions and Recruitment

in the School of Social Work,
who said the event would
he a success because food is
universal.
As euch of the panelists
revealed a personal food story,
common themes emerged,
such as the surprise felt when
experiencing a new culture
and its food.
Sulari White talked about
growing up in Nigeria where
Spam
was
an
imported
luxury item, and her surprise
that Americans found
it
distasteful.
Elaine Schott, director of
the School of Social Work,
discussed her stay in the
Congo during which all her
cook books were useless, as
the only food she recognized
were avocados.
Professor Dan Groce told his
story of growing up in Texas,
where June 19 is celebrated
as "Freedom Day.” While the
Emancipation
Proclamation
was implemented Jan. I. 1863.
slaves in Texas had no idea
until June 19. when federal
troops marched into the state
to inform them, he said.
Now a holiday in 14 states.
Juneteeth, as it is called, is
celebrated by feasting. Groce
talked about eating a pig "from
the rooter to the tooter.” or
consuming all of it. Snouts.

for instance, are OK to eat. and
chitlins are actually made from
the entrails of a pig. he said.
The event was important in
expanding cultural diversity,
said
Latoria Thomas-Lee,
Office of Multicultural Affairs
program coordinator, who
helped organize the event.
"Just
hearing
about
traditions and being able to
taste foods that are important
to others will be eye opening.”
Thomas-Lee said.
Professors Sal vadore LopezArias. Carole Williams and
Priscilla Kimboko also took
part in the panel discussion.
“From
Chitlins
to
Chimichangas" is not (he last
Black History Month event in
February.
"THEM:
Images
of
Separation,”
an
exhibit
exploring the subjugation of
minorities in items of popular
culture, will remain on display
at the Performing Arts Center
until March 21.
Additionally,
“The
Legacy of American African
Women: We Keep Coming,"
a play exploring black female
suffragists over the past 100
years, will be on Feb. 27 at
the Loosemore Auditorium
and on March I at the CookDeWitt
Auditorium.
Both
performances arc at 7 p.m.
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Amenities

FDIC presentation often career

opporujfmies
The Federal Deposit Insurance
Crapuration give a presentation at
GVSU Friday
The presentation will cover
what the FDIC is. wham does and
the its earner opportunities The
event is open to all students and
hosted by the Economics Oub.
h will be si 202A DeM* on
GVSU’s FVw Campus.
Far
more
BUormabon.
contact Timothy Schasf at
eooncluMfrtudenLgvau.edu.
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central air
coin-op laundry
minutes from GVSU
k - walkout balcony
dishwasher
large closet space
i- basketball court
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OPINION

EDITORIAL------------------------------------------------------
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Poor planning
While many student organizations failed
to plan their yearly budgets properly,
Student Senate and the Office of
Student Life must better communicate
and mentor these groups so the same
problems do not arise in the next
academic year.
Student organizations with financial needs are no longer
able to use the university’s reserve account to fund events
or activities. Not relying on the account will force groups
to work together by co-sponsoring events and potentially
lead to a more effective financial situation. However,
Students Senators and the Office of Student Life are leaving
organizations in a sticky situation for the remainder of this
academic year.
As funding cuts in Michigan ensue and the number of
student organizations continues to increase, there is little
doubt members should begin to seek alternative routes for
generating revenue. Rather than using the reserve account
as a crutch, groups can work together on events, hold
fundraisers or work in various campus departments to earn
money for activities. Down the line, this will help them to be
less reliant on free university money that may not always be
available.
However, problems are not solved overnight. By letting
the reserve account run out without much warning, groups
with lofty event goals will likely feel a crunch in getting
their programs or ideas off the ground. Rather than drain
the account and leave organizations to fend for themselves,
senators should have encouraged members to critically
examine their budgets throughout the year and challenged
them to seek alternative methods before resorting to reserve
requests. This way, more money would be left for groups that
absolutely need it to successfully complete this academic
year.
Recognizing the current situation, student organizations
should start thinking of alternate ways to gather funds for
next year and strategically plan their budgets to spend only
what is necessary. They can seek counsel from Office of
Student Life workers and share in funding with others groups.
Similarly, senators must develop stronger means of
communication with group members, educating them on how
to plan and spend accordingly.
By working together, campus leaders and student
organizations can develop a more adequate financial future.
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“Some people don’t find their voice
until their throat has been cut.”
Colette Beighley
Director of the Triangle Foundation
in Grand Rapids, on the adversity her
family faced when her son came out of
the closet.

YOUR INSIGHTS

Do you believe the consequences for underage
drinking are strict enough? Why or why not?

"Yes and no. It depends
on how they are enforced.
Some people get by for bad
circumstances and others
get raw deals for simple
mistakes*

Hankondo Sibalwa
Senior
Health Science
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"Yes, because students are
going to drink anyway."

Ben Darcie

Megan Bickersteth
Senior

Josh Hilbrand
Sophomore
History

Sophomore
Film and Video
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Even happiness needs a reminder
By Mason Nichols
GVL Columnist
This space is often reserved
for the little problems or
troubles that seep into my
conscience. It provides an
outlet through which my
emotions can be released, and
as such, can be seen as a type
of therapy.
However, it seems as
though the majority of topics
I have discussed during the
past few weeks have involved
significant amounts of
negativity, something I hope to
change
After all. though I do
believe many things are wrong
with the world, just as many
things exist that people should
be happy about. It can become
easy to shun the delightful
in favor of the gloomy, but
sometimes a little positive
thinking is all we need to get
back on track.
Thus. I wish to share w ith
you several things about my
life which make me happy I
tend to think about these dungs

when I
am feeling
down, and
for the
most part,
they never
fail to raise
my spirits.
My
Nichols
hope is
by doing
so you will be reminded of
aspects in your own life which
have similar effects on you.
I am extremely grateful for
where I am at this point in my
life. Just a few years ago. I was
an average high school student,
bored with academics and
desperate for something new.
But attending Grand Valley
State University has made me
realize how important it is to
stay committed to learning. It
has also reminded me of just
how lucky I am to be attending
an upper-level institution in the
first place.
This is why on some
occasions, if I haven’t done
as well as expected on a test
or the stress associated with
school becomes too much for

me. I simply tell myself. “At
least I am heir ”
Similarly, thinking about
my hopes and plans for the
future always has a positive
effect. I am excited for the
possibilities that life will
assuredly present me in the
coming days, weeks, months
and years.
I can’t wait for the day
when I am working at a job
I love and doing the things
1 enjoy most. This is often
difficult to see in the present,
but all of the hard work and
pain school work brings now
will eventually pay huge
dividends.
Besides school and the
potential for future happiness,
other varying parts of my life
shed glimpses of happiness
from time to time
I love my cat.
Even though she has a
strange personality, there Isn’t
much I enjoy more than taking
a trip home and greeting her
upon my arrival
I love the weekend.
During the weekend. I get
to spend time with the love of

my life. Truthfully, nothing is
better than just relaxing m my
apartment and watching TV
or a movie with her. Plus, it
doesn’t hurt that we actually
get to take a break from
homework for once.
I love my guitar.
Picking up and learning
the guitar a few years ago
was probably one of the
better decisions I ever made.
It has allowed me to express
my emotions through song,
and I have had some of the
best times of my life thus far
playing in various bands.
Unfortunately, even though
many mote things make me
happy. I cannot discuss all of
them here.
What is important to
remember, though, is no matter
how upset or down you may
be. those things which make
you happy are always there
to remind you of just how
amazing it is to be a living,
breathing individual.
Every now and then, we all
need a little reminder.

Good neighbors are able to communicate
CM. Columnist

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page it
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthom
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

*1 think no matter how
strict the consequences are,
people are always going to
break laws."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

By David Ringler

GVL OPINION POLICY

'You can't get stricter than
zero tolerance. The question
isn't over consequences, it's
enforcement"

Love thy neighbor
This is the ninth of the Ten
Commandments — arguably
the oldest set of transcribed
laws in human history
The Decalogue laid the
foundation for the laws of our
modem civilization, such as
do not kill or steal However.
I have seen that some
Allendale residents need a
friendly reminder Respect
your neighbor - do not bare
false witness against them
— is. if I am not mistaken,
the modem translation
So why is it that some
Allendale community
members choose to call the
police when their neighbors
are a touch on the wild side?

If you
came to
college
thinking
people
drink
Sunday
school
juke and
Ringler
eat candy
canes on
Friday night. I’m afraid you
are mistaken.
Akohol will likely be
consumed at some point,
and noise will be inevitably
associated with this. Though
I understand that some of
us (many more than others)
need requisite hours of
beauty sleep. I am among
the many who find it truly
detestable that one would
choose to call authorities
before so much as issuing a

\

courtesy knock.
When the police knock,
it is anything but courteous.
Fines are imposed. People
cry. This makes neighbors
angry. Aside from watching
“Little House on the Prairie”
episodes in peace, absolutely
no good can possibly come
from this culpability.
I live in an apartment
building that is a veritable
Fort Knox from the outside
I can stomp and dance and
scream all night long and
not a sound will be heard at
ground level. So when the
boys in blue show up at our
doorsteps, we know the call
was made from someone on
the inside
If there were some kind of
problem with noise, a simple
knock and a semi-spiteful
“keen it down or else” would

be taken seriously. If this
approach doesn’t take, a
phone call to Publk Safety
then seems appropriate I’m
not saying that one shouldn't
take any action, but an
immediate phone call straight
to the top seems harsh.
I urge those of you who
host parties to be considerate
of the noise levels, especially
after some arbitrary time
on weekends and midnight
on weekmghts. This seems
reasonable.
Quiet neighbors, give
your louder counterparts
a courtesy knock and loud
neighbors try to keep it down
a bit. In doing so. both parties
can live up to the ninth
commandment and avoid
embarrassing misdemeanor
charges by a fiat of grumpy
neighbors
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THEATER

FILtn &' VIDEO
Student takes second in film festival
Fortenbacher’s ‘Rose
Colored Glasses’
gains recognition in
Muskegon festival
By John Faarup
GVL Staff HYiler

^

A
conversation
about
relationship woes with a friend
sparked an idea for a movie
script in Andy Fortenbacher’s
mind.
His vision materialized this
year when he completed the
final cut of the short film "Rose
Colored Glasses."
The movie recently garnered
second place at the Muskegon
Film Festival in the College
Exhibition
category
and
several awards at the Grand
Valley State University Student
Showcase in early February.
“Andy is one of the hardest
working students we have.” said
James Schaub, communications
system technician at GVSU.
"He puts his heart and soul
into everything he does and
his projects show that hard
work. In my opinion. ‘Rose
Colored Glasses' is one of the
best projects a student has ever
produced in our program.”
Fortenbacher
originally
pitched the script in his 16
mm film class. Three out of
10 scripts were voted on by

the class to be produced, and
“Rose Colored Glasses" was
one of them.
He describes the film as a
“psychological drama" about a
woman who seeks to rekindle
a relationship with an ex
boyfriend.
"Good filmmakers must be
creative, dauntless and have
lots of stamina, and Andy has
all those traits.” said GVSU
film professor John Philbin.
Fortenbacher said there were
many obstacles to overcome
during the production. Special
effects, stunts and blue screen
technology were used during
filming. Six hundred roses and
numerous plots of sod were
brought into the Kirkhof studio
to achieve the look he wanted.
"The special effects were
a real challenge,” he said. "I
wanted it to be very visual.
I spent my entire Christmas
break. 12 hours a day. redoing
and polishing the special
effects."
Although the film failed to
capture the first place prize,
Fortenbacher said he remained
undiscouraged because of the
extensive financing the first
place winner had received.
“Comparing the first and
second place winners is like
comparing apples and oranges."
he said.
“Rose Colored Glasses,"
financed
primarily
by
a

CourtPhoto / Andy Fortmbachof
Blossoming artist: GVSU student Andy fortenbacher wrote and filmed ‘Rose Colored Glasses,” a short movie

production grant from the
School of Communications and
independent donations, cost
about $5,000 to make while the
first place finisher “Vanished
Acres” production costs were
in the "upper five figures."
“The biggest thing that
I have gained from taking
second place at the festival is
motivation to challenge myself
even harder on future projects."

Fortenbacher said. “I know
that I will always have room to
improve and will continue to
get better.”
His journey will continue
when he moves to California
in the fall to pursue a career in
film. He credits the program
at GVSU for much of his
success.
“This school has a lot to
offer as far as a film education
goes." he said. “There is a ton

of equipment that is accessible
to students."
Fortenbacher said he plans
to submit “Rose Colored
Glasses" to more than 50 film
festivals across the country in
the coming months.
The film was written by
Fortenbacher
and
Bryan
Hayes and produced by Kellen
Parr. Erica Thurlow served as
director of photography.

‘Edu-tainment’ explores black women’s legacy
By Jacob Kubon
GVL Staff Writer
"The Legacy of AfricanAmerican Women: We Keep
Coming" begins next week at two
Grand Valley State University
campuses, giving students an
opportunity for entertainment
and education.
“I enjoy history, particularly
women's history, and the
opportunity to teach and entertain
at the same time is fascinating to
me.” said Lois Owens, writer and
director of “We Keep Coming."
“I call it edu-tainment."
The play spans over 100

years of black women during the
suffragette movement and those
who were denied access to it.
For example, stories of women
who knew Susan B. Anthony,
but were unable to join the
movement, starting their own
groups.
"The framework focuses on
Elizabeth Jennings and Rosa
Parks.” Owens said. “Both
were removed from public
transportation because they were
African-American.
however,
one was in 1855 and the other in
1955."
The
play
depicts
the
movement from the 1850s up

until the 1920s.
“Hundreds of black or
African-Americans experienced
the same indignities and cruel
experiences.”
Owens
said.
“Several of them speak out in
this play."
The play shows how hard
black women had to fight to be
part of the movements because
white groups did not want to work
alongside them, said Dominique
Crosby, a GVSU student who
plays a domestic worker.
"Owens really helped us
get an understanding of our
characters." Crosby said. “She
helped paint the picture for us,

which helped get the character
out of us.”
There are also many references
to voting. Crosby added.
“Voting
was
a
great
achievement for women and
African-American
women
alike.” Owens said. “That is why
it is such a great place for this
play."
The play is supported by
several businesses including
Campus Dining, Career Services
Office, College of Education,
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. Grand Rapids Public
Schools. History Department.
Honors College. Office of

Multicultural Affairs. Padnos
College of Engineering and
Computing. Padnos International.
Pew Campus Student Services.
Presidents
Implementation
Group. School of Social Work
and Student Life Office.
"The Legacy of African
American Women: We Keep
Coming" debuts Tuesday in
Grand Rapids at the Pew Campus'
Loosemore Auditorium.
The play will come to the
Allendale Campus March 1 at
the Cook-DeWitt Auditorium.
Both plays begin at 7 p.m. For
more information visit http://
www.gvsu.edu/oma.

ART/

Art creates 'beautiful environment'
By AJ Colley
GVL Staff Writer
Graduating art or photography
students already have a built-in
fan base with Grand Valley State
University.
University officials try to
purchase a piece of art from
students before they graduate.
These and other pieces of art
from faculty, staff and outside
sources contribute to the about
6,000 pieces of art around
campus.
Henry Matthews, director
of galleries and collections at
GVSU. said displaying art on
campus began with PresidentEmeritus Arend Lubbers. He
started the process of collecting
art and putting it on walls.
Matthews said PresidentEmeritus Mark Murray and
current President Thomas J.
Haas also support having art
throughout the campuses
“All three feel that it's an
important part of what makes
this university very special, and
perhaps even unique." Matthews
said.
What sets GVSU apart.
Matthews said, is its use of art
in academic buildings, hallways
and residence halls. Other
universities will have a museum

t

with art in it. but not in every
building as GVSU does, he
said.
Despite the number of pieces
of art on display. Matthews said
it is "extremely rare" that any
damage is done to displays,
unless it is an accident.
Matthews said the lack of
defacing says something about
the university's environment
“I think if you make a
beautiful
environment
for
students to live in, you also
treat that environment a lot
differently." he said.
Norwood Viviano. assistant
professor of art at GVSU. said
he thinks having art displayed
on campus is “extremely
important."
The art shows off former
exhibitions on campus and what
faculty and students have done,
he said. He also said it broadens
the potential of what a liberal
education is about.
Matthews usually decides
what art to purchase and display,
but sometimes has a committee
to help make decisions. Other
people may also select or buy
pieces, and Matthews and his
staff will prepare it for display.
Pieces are prepared either in
the back room of the art gallery
in the Performing Arts Center

or in an undisclosed location
on another campus where other,
unused art is stored.
Although some pieces have
been on display for years.
Matthews was hesitant to say
any of it is permanently in one
location.
"Art is permanent in that it’s
up today and for a few years,"
he said. "There may be a time
when it’s appropriate to move
it."
Outdoor displays that face
wind. sun. rain and snow are
kept up through the university's
maintenance program
“The good news is. 1 don’t do
it," Matthews said.
Sculptures that are only one
color, such as yellow or blue,
often fade and are repainted
every other year or when they
show fading, he said.
Other sculptures that are all
white are also repainted when
they get dirty, he added
Matthews said as new
buildings and additions are
constructed at GVSU. art will
continue to be selected for
hallways and common areas
After overseeing the art at
GVSU for eight years. Matthews
said he does not have one favorite
piece on any campus, but has a
favorite in every building
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Mayer hits GR with new tour
Grammy winning
singer to play
Van Andel Arena
tonight as part of
his Continuum tour
By Michelle Pawlak
CVL A&k hdttor
Tonight the Van Andel Arena
will be pulsing with the music
of John Mayer, during his next
stop on the Continuum tour.
The three-time Grammy
winner was recently up for
five more awards at this year's
Grammy Awards. Although
he took none home, his new
album. “Continuum.’' has been
highly-regarded in reviews.
Talking with the 29-year-old
Connecticut native, it is easy
to see he is pleased with how
the record turned out and how
his life is starting to pan out as
well.
“The Continuum record is
the result of burning off what
I needed to play in the trio,”
Mayer said, referring to his
side project with Steve Jordan
and Pino Palladino.
"When I was done with the
trio. I had successfully played
pop music and guitar-based
music. With those under my
belt. I could go into the studio
and make Continuum. It made
it really genuine."
Although the trio project
is currently on hold. Mayer

assured that it will rise again.
In addition to his new tour
and album. Mayer was recently
named one of the top 20 New
Guitar Gods in “Rolling Stone
Magazine."
“As long as I suppress the
need to argue back, it feels
great,” Mayer said in response
to Rolling Stone's label. “It's
not the lexicon that I would use
in my mind. I can't deny the
fact that it’s quite a thrill.”
But Mayer said the title
comes to an artist with
passion.
“If anything is going to
make someone a guitar god. it's
some 15-year-old kid. 40 or 50
years later, picking up a guitar
and having the same passion.”
he said.
Aside from his awards, titles
and other pursuits — including
stand-up comedy and writing
— Mayer said “it's all meant
to funnel back” into his music.
The content of which, he said,
depends on what he feels
justified to discuss.
“I think the days of political
singers singing about political
things, that delineation has
passed us.” Mayer said. “I only
feel the need to write about
cultural elements.”
Out of all of his songs, he
said fans tend to like ones that
are not on albums that become
"cult favorites.”
But Mayer remainscriticalof
all his music and exposed what
he considers his most overrated

and underrated songs.
“I don’t totally love ‘My
Stupid Mouth.’ It's always
been one of the least satisfying
songs for me melodically.”
Mayer said.
"‘Wheel*
on
‘Heavier
Things.' if it had been saved
for ‘Continuum,' it would have
been great," he added.
As his albums keep coming.
Mayer said it is difficult to
maintain a solid quality base of
music.
“Each time you put a piece
of work out, you’re indebted
to that work that you have to
put another piece of work out
that's as good or better than it,”
he said.
But as his music matures,
so does he. with each tour and
album teaching him new things.
From how to handle practically
swallowing a teabag while on
stage to what it is like getting
nominated for a Grammy.
Mayer said nearing 30 has
brought many things.
“I'm kinda slowing down
in a cool way, like simmering
down,” Mayer said.
One thing he has learned is
the dual life he plays at home
and on the road.
"When I’m home, my
character
changes
quite
u bit and I become very
domesticated.” he said. “I get
more stable emotionally, and
happier. On the road, you rely
on a different part of yourself
to make it through.”

Free play concert
series crosses genres
By AJ Colley
G'H Staff Writer
j A
contemporary
music
ensemble
that
combines
classical, jazz, pop and world
music will appear Unlay as
part of Grand Valley State
University's Free Play Senes.
Opus 21. an eight-member
group, will play a cross-genre
concert at 8 p m in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre.
Richard Adams,
artistic
director of Opus 21. said the
group’s music breaks down
music and age barriers, drawing
audiences
ranging
from
teenagers to people in their HOs.
Their show enlists the talent
of several composers and instead
of blending music genres in each
song, it bounces from genre to
genre in different pieces.
“Most people listen to a lot of
different kinds of music." Adams
said. “ ... so listening to music
in this way ... is something
young people accept."
The different compositions
reflect the diversity among
composers The songs have
influences from Cuba. China.
Turkey. Spain, Central America.
Japan and Kenya.
The group and the composers
behind its music have been
honored for their work The
group was the 2005-2006
recipient of the First Prize for
Adventurous
Programming
from Chamber Music America
and The American Society
of Composers. Authors and
Publishers
Composers of the music
include former composer-in
residence of the New York
Philharmonic. Tama Leon, and
eight-time Grammy Award
winning jazz composer. Paquito
D'Rivera Chen Yi. Kamran
Ince. Marlin Bresmck. Trent
Kynaston and Evan Ziporyn
also composed works for Opus
21
Adams attributes the group's
musicians to its ability to play
different tvnes of music He said

PSoto Courtny / K*0y Redmond
Opus 21. from left to right Judy Moonert. Tom Kmfic. Tim
Froncek. Renata Artman Knihc, Trent Kynaston. Steve Zegree and Bradley
Wong Not pictured Keith Hall and Greg Secor

Musk makers.

musicians used to be pigeon
holed into playing a specific
genre
"More and more, musicians
are more diverse in music they
play,” he said.
Many audience members
are familiar with the types of
music Opus 21 plays. Adams
said the same people who go
to the symphony will also visit
the jazz club down the road, but
people are not used to seeing
the different types of music
together
At Opus 21 shows, audience
members will applaud after a
jazz solo, but not after a classical
music solo.
“I think it shows that the
audience is well-versed in
concert etiquette." Adams said
Free Play Series Producer
Bill Ryan, a GVSU assistant
professor, said he has been
familiar with Opus 2l's work
and has planned the visit since
last spring.
“As someone that is involved
with
contemporary
music
myself. I was aware of the work
they were doing, especially in

regards to promoting new works
by composers.” Ryan said
He was also aware of the
group because percussionist
Greg Secor teaches at GVSU.
Ryan said the event appeals
to more than just music majors.
“Regardless of major, an
audience member is going to
experience a wide range of
music, played with the energy
and enthusiasm of a professional
ensemble." he said.
The event is free and open to
the public.
Adams will be giving a guest
talk to students on campus,
speaking at the composers
forum from 5 to 6 p.m. in room
1210 of the Performing Arts
Center
In addition to GVSU's Secor.
Opus 21 is Renata Artman
Knific on violin. Keith Hall
on drums. Tom KniAc on bass.
Trent Kynaston on saxophone.
Judy Moonert on percussion.
Bradley Wong on clarinet and
Stephen Zegree on piano
For more information on
Opus 21, visit http://www.
opus2l org
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'Music' sounds mediocre

This Week in
DVD Releases:

‘Music and Lyrics’
Directed by Marc Lawrence
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL AAE Editor
"Music and Lyrics”
Starring: Drew Barrymore,
Hugh Grant
••out of ••••
Some might think combining
Drew Barrymore and Hugh
Grant in a romantic comply
spiced with music would be
unstoppably funny and cute. I
know I did.
With both actors having quite
the successful track records
and each being known for
their uniquely weird but cute
personalities, the duo should
have been ideal — but it wasn’t.
"Music and Lyrics" tells
the story of Alex Fletcher, a
has-been musician (Grant), who
finds his next hit song in the
quirky mind of his substitute
green-thumb Sophie Fisher
(Barrymore).

As a fairly dedicated fan
of Barrymore, I went into the
theater already rooting for her
performance. But. as I sadly
realized, she is not the true star
of this movie. Not surprisingly,
considering his past films “Love
Actually" and "About a Boy."
Grant makes this movie worth
a rental.
Although "Music” is
filled with funny moments
and dance moves — thank
you Fletcher’s famous "pop"
move — audiences may find
themselves disappointed with
the lack of spark between the
main characters.
The film is directed by
Marc Lawrence, who has
an undeniable amount of
experience in romantic

comedies. With movies such as
"Miss Congeniality” and ‘Two
Weeks Notice." Lawrence is
used to taking two well-known
actors and letting them create
their own chemistry, but perhaps
he should have worked a little
harder on this one.
Barrymore and Grant
appear more like siblings than
passionate lovers. The desire
was not nurtured throughout the
movie; it just happened within a
moment. Sure, sometimes in life
it does happen, but it doesn’t
necessarily make for the best
movie.
“Music and Lyrics” is a
good movie for a relaxing night
staying in. It's not an awardwinner by any means, but Grant
is ureal,

GVL Stuff Writer
••• out of ••••

Heat
By Lindsey Drager
It is 5 a m. on the morning
after you are informed that your
mother is in the hospital again.
The rain hit* the windshield
softly as you traverse the state
in your vehicle with a phone
to your ear listening to him
read you his short story about
cotton candy, the color blue
and rape. The blurry white
headlights shift neurotically in
the lanes of oncoming traffic.
It reminds you of watching
your mother apply strings of
white Christmas lights to the
tree through tearing eyes.
His voice through the phone
is lilting the lines of prose in
an overwhelmingly nostalgic
pattern giving you opportunity
to reflect on the weather.
The few degrees that define

GR hosts Wine Symposium
Tomorrow night The Public
Museum of Grand Rapids
will be frill of more than 300
international wines and more
than 25 tables of gourmet food.
The Great Wine A. Food
Symposium is presented as a

shortcomings.
“Crossover”
Starring: Anthony Mackia, <
Wayne Brady
A superb basketball j |
talent. Noah Cruise, earns >
an athletic scholarship to
UCLA and must battle the
desire of a sports agent who.
is pushing him to go pro instead of medical school.. *!

•J |

The Lanthom would like to open up this
space to the creative minds on our campus.
Here we can showcase the talent among
us by printing photos, poems, short stories
and graphics submitted voluntarily. Those
interested in submitting something, email work samples along with name,
class standing, major, contact information
and a brief paragraph describing it to
arts@lanthom.com.

By John Faarup

The latest romantic
comedy starring Hugh Grant
and Drew Barrymore is a
pleasant deviation from the
normal formulaic hullabaloo.
As Michelle pointed out. the
chemistry between the two
meshes about as well as oil and
water, but somehow "Music and
Lyrics" manages to entertain
courtesy of the spot-on ’80s
satire and Grant's veteran
experience in the genre.
This Valentine’s Day opus
possesses all the general
clumsiness of any other
romantic comedy: bad comic
timing, overly dramatic
characters and the unlikeliest
of situations. What makes this
one worthwhile is the unusual

“Babd”
Starring Brad Pitt. Cate
Blanc heft
An American couple o«> !
vacation in Morroco has; < |
an accident that leads to
|
series of events, which then. |
sets off a chain reaction! ;
affecting a number at ‘ >
families. Although a little *
over the top at times, the!'!
story is compelling enough! |
to compensate for its;! |

Court

ftioto i Wantar Sro*

Sweet song: Drew Barrymore serves as Hugh Grant's lyricist in 'Music and Lyrics "

treatment given to the “man
falls for woman” situation.
Fletcher is acutely aware
of his former silliness and
embraces the role he has in
life, and Fisher is perfectly fine
with it as well. She is the girl
every guy dreams of — smart,
funny and completely absent
of any vanity. As mentioned,
the two interact in a way that
is friendlier than anything,
and they do the dirty deed and
eventually become an item. This

"Hushed Away”
Starring Hugh Jackman.
•
Ian McKellen. Kate
Winslet
This animated comedy
follows the life of a rat that
gets flushed down a toilet
and ends up in the sewers
of London. His newfound
home is vastly different
than the posh lifestyle he «,
was leading in his former ^ \
penthouse
apartment, 1 \
and he must adapt to hi* <
surroundings if he wants to-* •
survive.

gives “Music and Lyrics” quite
an advantage because it doesn't
dote on the false dilemmas often
created by similar films.
“Casablanca” this is not. but
for anyone who has enjoyed
Grant's romantic prowess in the
past will find this a more than
worthy distraction. The material
is about as thematically complex
as some of the 80s hits gracing
the catchy soundtrack, but who
ever listened to “Wham!” for
the lyrical content?

the difference between snow
and rain are battling quietly,
lingering in the silent air like
conflict. But the heat that is bora
in the cosmos doesn't allow the
falling water to freeze. So the
rain eats at the snow already on
the ground and you watch the
whiteness decompose leaving
ugly patches of earth on the
landscape that remind you of
lesions You haven't spoken
in 13 minutes, too absortod to
break the comfort of rhythm
and the content of his story has
successfully eluded you. You
imagine him at that moment in
his basement wrapped in a dirty
blanket, reading his text through
glasses with squinted eyes in
front of the laptop's screen. He
wears an endearing 3 o'clock
shadow that you decide you
want to touch right then. In
your car the heat that exists in

the heavens makes the sky cry
warm tears that eat snow. But in
your mind the he melts the you
and imaginary steam rises from
a universal friction.
Suddenly you recognize the
sound of beating water on the
front window. Hts voice has
stopped. What, you ask and he
repeats his question Red lights
appear in front of you as the
cars break and slow.
He asks his question again
and you are quiet for a moment
thinking about heat, your
mother, disease.
No. you say turning the little
dial that increases the speed
of your windshield wipers. It
sounds nothing like Faulkner

collaborative event by WGVU
and DAW Fresh Market. The
evening also includes live
classical performances, a wine
auction and discounts on wines
ordered throughout the evening.
The Symposium will include
wines from France, Germany.
Italy, Australia, Spain. Greece

and Israel
The event is from 7:30 to 10
p.m. Tickets to The Symposium
are $45 per person in advance or
$55 at the door Guests must be
21 yean or older to attend. For
more information, visit http //
wgvu.org or call 1-800-4422771.

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE TICKETS
invite you and a guest to a special advance screening!

EVERYTHING 1$

HOTTE

DOWN SOU

Drager is a junior at GVSU.
She is majoring in English and
minoring in philosophy.

The first 75 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office
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all units include
Web site for 24/7 communications with management
High-Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!
Security on Site!
Community Room Access:
-Big Screen TV
•Fireplace
-WIFI Connection
-Full Kitchen

apartments
2 Bedroom units
Spacious Living w/over 1000 sq. ft.
Air Conditioning
On-site Laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $290/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

fof Campus West Townhonw
Rwfderu j Only
r.

'

GVSU

tnwnhouses
Spacious 4 Bedrooms - over 1330 sq. ft.
Central Air
Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

4832 W. Campus Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401

(616) 895-5904
www.campuswest.net

manager@campuswest.net
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Matthew Verdonk. Sports Editor
sports#lanthorn com
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Ranked No. 2 in the nation in
dub dodgebal. the GVSU team
defeated three other Michigan
squads, including host Michigan
State University, to retain its
Michigan Dodgeball Cup tide.

By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports Editor

The GVSU men's basketbal team
already has its spot in the GUAC
tournament locked up. Ferris
State University, its Saturday
opponent is dinging to its No. 4
spot in the GUAC North Division.
The Bulldogs will need to play
better defense than they have
thus far this season if they want
to win the rivalry game and lock
up a tournament spot FSU is
giving up 71 points per game,
ranking R ninth in the GUAC.

GVt Archive / Man ButteriMd

Wrench dodging: Two teams race to the center during the start of one of the dodge ball games during the tournament at the Fieldhouse on Oct 15

The doubles combination
of Jenna Killips and Jaime
Oppenlander proved too much
for Albion College. The Laker
duo blanked its opponent 8-0 en
route to an 8-1 GVSU women's
tennis team victory in its season
opener.

The Saturday matchup between
the GVSU women's basketball
team and its counterpart from
Ferris State University will feature
both the No. 1 scoring offense
and the No.1 scoring defense
in the GUAC. The Lakers enter
the contest giving up 55 points
per game while the Bulldogs are
putting up 79.3 points per game

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com

MEN'S BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GUAC | Overall
Grand Valley

13-3

Northern Michigan

10*7

16-10

Michigan Tech

8-9

13-13

Ferris State

8-9

10-16

Saginaw Valley

7*9

10-13

Lake Superior

5-12

8-18

Uiulluuuul
Norinwooa

4-12

9-16

Findlay

16-0

9-7

22-3

?4-1
11*11

Ashland

M

16-10

Mercyhurst

8-8

16-10

GV dodgeball retains title
GVSU’s dodgeball team
has again dominated all
Michigan competition,
looks to Ohio State
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State University
club dodgeball team defended its
standing as the finest group of rubber
ball hurlers in the state by capturing
the Michigan Dodgeball Cup this past
weekend.
The Lakers entered the tournament,
hosted by Michigan State University,
as the No. 1 seed. They backed up that
ranking with victories over Oakland
University and Delta College.

“The team played pretty much as well
at they could have.” said Jon Horstman.
dodgeball club vice president. “1 was
pretty thrilled with the way that they
played.”
Horstman was forced to observe from
the bench due to a broken finger.
GVSU had little trouble disposing of
Oakland in the first game, routing the
team 9-0.
"That match was pretty intense
because we didn't know what to expect
from them.” Club President David
Soukup said. “It was filled with a lot of
headshots and a lot of action and really
helped set the tempo for us."
Delta, which defeated MSU in its
first match, gave the Lakers a little more
trouble in the championship game. Its
style was very different from GVSU’s.
but the Lakers adjusted and claimed a

4-1 victory.
“It was a much slower game.”
Soukup said. “We like to ran a very
smash-mouth and very in your face
style. We were eventually able to beat
them at their own game."
Junior Laurence Sanders was named
the tournament’s most valuable player.
Soukup and junior Travis Cree were
named to the all-tournament team.
Soukup said the team’s depth plays
an important role in its success.
“We pride ourselves on the fact that
we don’t need superstars.” Soukup said.
“We have built a system that we can
plug people in and out of.”
The Lakers are hoping that teamwork
spurs them to make a ran at the
defending national champion from Ohio
State University. The Buckeyes have
See Dodgeball, B7

Young hurlers lead softball
By Matthew Verdonk
GVL Sports Editor
The 2006 softball season was one
characterized by ups and downs for the
Lakers.
Grand Valley State University head
softball coach Doug Woods said solid
pitching performances sometimes went
unrewarded because of his team’s
inability to string hits together and drive
in runs.
As the season progressed and GVSU
began playing against Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
opponents, the team picked up its play.
“Everything started to click last
year.’’ said senior first baseman Crista
Buresh. "The senior class realized this
is it and everyone pulled together in the
GLIAC tournament.”
The Lakers went on to win the
tournament, despite being ranked in the
middle of the GLIAC pack in almost
every offensive category.
They also went on to defeat the No.
1 seed in the Great Lakes Regional
Tournament before ending their season
with a loss to Northern Kentucky
University in the next game.
Six players graduated after last

season, including team home ran and
RBI leader Denise Ireton.
Despite the losses. Woods said he is
optimistic this year's team can pick up
where it left off.
“We need to have a team cohesiveness
and overall team effon,’’ he said. “I think
we have the nucleus. It’s just a matter of
doing it.”

A large pait of that nucleus and the
team's success is the young, talented
pitching staff that earned a No. 2 GLIAC
team pitching rank last season.
As just a freshman. Lori Andjelich
ranked fourth in the GLIAC in strikeouts
with 1%. earned a 16-12 record and
maintained a 1.59 ERA.
See Softball, B7
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Hitting for power: Megan Smith makes connection and sends the bait for a ride during the team's
game against Gannon University last year

Women's tennis overtakes Albion College

Gannon

By Jeff Schipper

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

GW Staff Writer

STANDINGS

The Grand Valley State University
women's tennis team is off to an ideal
start for its spring season.
The Lakers opened their campaign
Sunday with an 8-1 victory at
Ramblewood Tennis and Health Club
in Grandville against opponents from
Albion College.
“We played very well and got the job
done." said GVSU’s women’s assistant
coach Alison Koopsen. “We lost our
No. 1 and No. 2 singles players from
last year, so this was a pretty new team
this year.”
GVSU won its three doubles matches,
setting the tone early and giving the
team its momentum to carry the day.
The No. 3 doubles team of Junior
Jenna Killips and Sophomore Jaime
Oppenlander skunked its opponents 80.
Killips then went on to take a grueling
three set match against Albion's Holly
Huth. She was able to overtake Huth 6-

Team | GUAC | Overall
Grand Valley

13-3

20-5

Ferris State

12-5

18-7

Lake Superior

12-5

17-8

Michigan Tech
Valley
Northern Michigan

11-6

17-8

5-12

10-14

Ml

9-17
[ill,

ML
Gannon

14-1

Hillsdale

11*5

YyayneStHe

105

88

Ashland

6-10

TindUay

214

Mercyhurst

M4
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Tigers set for
another run
toward the
Fall Classic

NUMBER
CRUNCHER
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4.5-7.6-2.
Oppenlander also defeated her No.
6 singles opponent in straight sets. 6-3,

6-2.
“For our first match we looked pretty
good." Koopsen said. "Everyone looked
real good and didn’t give up too many
games.”
Junior Emily Zellner also had a very
close match with her opponent. She took
the first set 6-4, lost the second 1-6. but
prevailed 8-6 in a third set tiebreak.
Freshman McCall Monte handled
her opponent at No. 5 singles with ease.
She emerged with a victory in straight
sets 6-1.6-1.
“McCall looked very good today.”
Koopsen said.
No. 1 singles player Lindsay Grimmer,
a sophomore, was the only Laker to lose
against the Britons. Albion's Emily
Stocker edged out Grimmer in straight
sets. 6-4.6-4.
The match began at 9 a m. on Sunday,
which helped the team
“It was an early match, so everyone
See Women's Tennis, B2
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Court cnntwrv The women's tennis team
hosted Saginaw Valley m 2006 No 1 doubles
team sophomore Emily Zellner serves as senior
Alison Koopsen stands ready Overall, the
Lakers defeated SVSU 7-2.

I am not going to guarantee the
Detroit Tigers will make another
ran at a World Series appearance, at
least not yet.
Many of us “experts” in sports
enjoy picking division winners,
playoff teams and World Scries
contenders.
Sometimes we get
it right, sometimes
we are far from
accurate. Spring
Training helps
though.
Take last season
for instance. The
Cardinals and the
Tigers were not
exactly household
picks for the Fall Classic. I. like
many of you. am a huge Detroit fan,
and 1 was dumping money into an
organization headed nowhere fast
long before 2006.
None of us knew Detroit could
make a legitimate World Series ran.
Do not be a blind fan. we all thought
the Tigers were the third best team
in their own division.
Without the young pitching
panning out last season, the Tigers
would not have made the Wild
Card. As good as their lineup
was, pitching was the biggest
determining factor on their success
ran. Bringing everyone on staff
back except Jamie Walker is huge
for this team. Walker is the crafty
left-hander every team wants to
have, but he was willing to walk to a
terrible team just to get paid.
The Tigers were the biggest
surprise in baseball for 2006. we
all know that. But they still gave up
their huge lead in the division early
in September before the Minnesota
Twins took control. Remember,
other than the lowly Kansas City
Royals. Detroit is the only team not
to win the AL Central Title. After
the playoff ran last season, this team
now has the experience it needs.
While just getting to the playoffs
and eventually winning the pennant
is a good consolation, the Tigers still
have the bittersweet taste of losing
the World Series when they were the
better team.
Seriously, outside of Chris
Carpenter pitching out of his mind
in game three, who would have
known Jeff Weaver and Anthony
Reyes could handle Detroit as well
as they did? Reyes started game one
as the pitcher with the least amount
of wins ever to open the Fall Classic
with only five on the season.
Tigers General Manager Dave
Dombrowski needed to address
getting a huge bat in the middle of
the lineup for this team to take the
ultimate step. Instead of breaking
the bank for Carlos Lee or even J.D.
Drew. Dombrowski swung a deal
instantly making his team better by
acquiring Gary Sheffield.
Sheffield is going to be the
biggest acquisition of any team in
the MLB this season. Write it down.
Not every player can cut it in
New York. Ask Randy Johnson or
Alex Rodriguez. Sheff wants to win.
and the Tigers hit the jackpot with
this move because they are a team
on the rise.
Not only is he a patient hitter, he
is averaging a walk in just less than
every seven at-bats during his last
four healthy seasons. He has power
and is a ridiculous contact hitter
with all that bat speed.
Manager Jim Leyland said
Sheff’s bat is more important than
his glove. Jimmy will be penciling
him in as the everyday designated
hitter.
If Sheff can stay healthy during
his stint in Detroit. Dombrowski and
the Tigers will win a World Series.
Enough with the criticism about
trading away the farm system
Detroit did not sell its future by
getting Sheff. Humberto Sanchez
was the best of the three prospects
the Tigers gave up. but he is
overweight and has elbow problems.
Kevin Whelen can touch mid 90s
with his two-seam and four-seam
fastballs. but there is no way he
was going to break into the Majors
anytime soon.
Anthony Claggett is the last piece
of the puzzle, and he is a low-level
prospect that will spend the better
part of five more years in the minors
after convening from his natural
position of shortstop
The AL Central will be the best
division in baseball this season, with
every team improving. The Wild
Sw Watson, B7
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Hockey
looks to
make
history

Golf warms up
in spring opener
A sixth place finish in North Carolina gets
the Lakers moving in their young season

By Kevin Vallance

By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

GVL Staff Writer

This season has been
a roller coaster nde for
the Grand Valley State
University club hockey team.
The Lakers went I -4-1
in the Division I portion of
their schedule to start off
the season, but soon found
themselves
amidst a
nine-game
unbeaten
streak.
No
quicker did
that streak
end than
a new one
started — a
skid where
the team went winless in five
straight games.
GVSU has since proved
it can play with the elite
programs in the nation, but
at times, has played down to
the level of its competition.
Some nights have left
GVSU fans glowing, while
others caused their heads to
hang in disappointment.
However, one thing
remained constant over the
course of the season — each
game GVSU played this year
has been a part of the greatest
season in the program’s
history.
The Lakers recently
earned their first-ever berth
into the American Collegiate
Hockey Association Division
II National Championship
Tournament.
There is still work to be
done, and head coach Denny
McLean will make sure
the team doesn’t settle for
just making it to nationals.
Instead, he will push his
team to do everything it can
to bring a national title back
to Allendale.
Before that quest begins.
GVSU has one last task in
front of it, which will come
next weekend when the
Lakers appear in the Great
Midwest Hockey League
Tournament.
The league tournament
will help prepare the Lakers
for the type of competition
they will face in March.
Five of the seven teams
GVSU will compete against
in the GMHL Tournament
have also earned a spot in
nationals.
One of those teams.
Michigan State University,
will be the Lakers' firstround opponent.
The Spartans are 2-0
against GVSU this season,
but if the Lakers play to their
potential, a second round
appearance won't come as a
surprise
One thing that may
hold the Lakers back in the
GMHL Tournament is their
injury situation.
In addition to sophomore
forward Brad Kuklewski.
who suffered a season-ending
double collarbone break in
the regional tournament,
several other players will sit
out this weekend.
While there are no injuries
as severe as Kuklewski's.
several players have nagging
upper-body injuries that they
would like to get past before
the national tournament
begins.
McLean is unsure of who
he will sit, but the plan is
to give a lot of ice time to
players who haven't seen
much action this year.
He said he was raised to
never give a half-hearted
effort, and that is the way he
coaches his teams So while
GVSU may not be fielding
its best team, expect it to
give an all-out effort in the
GMHL Tournament.
The Lakers will have
10 days to rest up after the
tournament before they begin
their quest for the program's
first national title on March
7. and they'll need it.
It won't be easy, but the
Lakers will benefit from
facing a pair of familiar
opponents in their opening
pool in nationals
See Vallance, B7
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From the rough Freshman CaiOin Bennett of the women's golf teem chip*
onto the 14th hole during last year * women * chanty golf outing The Laker*
were stationed at various hole* to help the golfer* passing through by teeing off.
chipping or putting for them

Inconsistency plagued the
Grand Valley State University
women’s golf team when it teed
off its 2007 season Monday and
Tuesday in New I>ondon, N.C. at
the Lady Falcon Invitational.
The Lakers wrapped up the
two-day competition with a score
of 670 and finished where they
ended day one. in sixth place.
After the opening round of
the 15-team competition hosted
by Pfeiffer University. GVSU
sat in a tie with Belmont Abbey
College with a score of 337.
The University of West Florida
sat atop the leader board with a
12 stroke advantage, and went
on to win the tournament by 17
strokes.
"We got down (to the hotel)
late and didn't get in the practice
we thought we would, so the
front nine on day one was us just
getting our feet wet,” said Laker
head coach Lori Stinson. “We
improved from the front nine
to the back but coming down
the stretch we just didn't finish
well."

Coming down the last four
holes, some of the golfers went
bogey, double, bogey, double
— and six shots immediately got
away from us. she added
Freshmen Caitlin Duval and
Caitlin Bennett were the low
scorers for the Lakers on day
one. turning in score cards of 83
and 84, respectively. Both Lakers
finished the first round in the top
20 individual scorers with Duval
in 15th and Bennett in 19th.
Stinson
said
sophomore
Michelle Boogaard played well
despite having to disqualify
herself for signing her round one
scorecard, which violates NCAA
rules.
Boogaard
overcame
the
violation to lead the Lakers with
a second round score of 77. No
other Laker broke 80 for the
tournament.
“(Boogaard) played very
solid.” Stinson said. “She struck
the ball well and turned in just a
solid performance for us."
Duval
fired
a
second
consecutive 83. while Bennett
tallied an 85 on day two.
Freshman Ashley Smith recorded
See GoH, B7

Doubles lead to victory against Southern Indy

±GVL DIGEST
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Third annual Jagar Oosad
Golf Scramble

!•

The thud annual Jager Closed
lour person golf scramble wifl
be July 11 * the Ramahurn am
the Lakes Golf Course.
The cost is $50 and includes
18 holes of golf with cart, as well
as a donation lo the Jake and
Calvin Jager Scholarship Fund
Individuals can make their owfl
foursome and enter, or enter af
an individual to be paired up
with a team.
Only
108 people (27
foursomes) will be allowed
There is a printable brochure
and registration form at the Todd
Jager Memorial page on Laker
athletic home page
A “Jake and Cal” lunch special
will be served for $5, including a
burger, chips and pop. Beer will
also be available
For more information, contact
Sieve Lyon at 331-3584 or Al
Owens at (616) 299-3178.
Bean named GUAC Player of <
the Week

Junior center Callistus “Bean**
Eziukwu was dubbed Nordj
Division Player of the Wecfc
In Great Lakes IntercoUegiagB;
Athletic Conference action last
week. Eziukwu averaged 18
points per contest
Bean tallied a season-high 25,
points, including five in overtime
in beat the Huskies. In the rotg
against Hillsdale, he logged all
11 points in the second half.
In the two contests, Eziukwtf
missed only six of his 20
attempts from the floor, shooting
70 percent from the field.
Wrestling to receive trophy

By Jeff Schipper

GVL. Staff Writer
The Grand Valley Slate
University
men's
tennis
team finished off its winning
weekend Sunday decimating
a University of Southern
Indiana opponent 8-1.
The growth of the GVSU
doubles
play
continued,
driving its success against the
Screaming Eagles.
Senior Adam Sandusky
was the only team member
who lost a match on Sunday.
Sandusky sits at the No. 1
singles spot, and every match
he faces the other team's best
player.
He was unable to overtake
SIU's Christoph Burger and
fell in straights sets 1-6, 3-6.
GVSU head coach John
Black said the strong play
on Sunday started with the
doubles and filtered into the
singles play.
“This weekend, doubles
looked very solid,” Black
said. “We are working hard,
and the doubles are steadily
picking up their level of play.
They are finally figuring out
how to play doubles and how
to win."
He said he was happy the
team finished a long weekend
on the road with a win.
"It was good that we did not
have a letdown after two big

Women's Tennis
continued from page 81

was there and ready to play,”
Koopsen said. "We're coming
up to some tougher matches,
so hopefully we can do as well
as we did (on Sunday)."
The Lakers have a short
break before their next match,
and there are a few things
they will be working on in
preparation for their first away
competition of the young

wins on Friday and Saturday,"
Black said.
The team's freshmen are
beginning to show success in
the singles and doubles areas.
Patrick Troy displayed what
he was capable of when he
dominated his singles match
without dropping a game (60. 6-0). He also paired up with
senior Justin Sauerbrey to take
the doubles match 8-5.
Troy said a steady, winning
momentum helped him this
weekend.

“Because it was the last
match of our weekend. I felt
that I was driven to play
better tennis,” he said. “It was
simply one of those few days
where everything seemed to
click."
The team has some time
off before heading to Holland.
Mich, to take on the Flying
Dutchmen of Hope College
Feb. 27.
“Doubles has been our main
focus during practice." Troy
said. “Our drills and matches

in practice focus on making
a high percentage of volleys,
first serves and returns of
serve."
Practice may help the
doubles play, but Troy said
the match experience for the
young team has also been
important in preparing it for
the rest of the season.
“All of our freshmen are
doing very well." Black said.
“Most are playing very solid
right now and winning a lot of
matches.”

The Grand Valley Stale
University club wrestling team,
which won the 2006 National
Collegiate Wrestling Association
National Championship last
season, will give the trophy lo
GVSU President Thomas J.'
Haas today in the wrestling mom
at 4 p.m.
The team has won national
titles in the NCWA three times in
the last seven seasons, including1
2001,2002 and last

Earn transfer credits over the summer!

OVl A/chiv* . KkoU S*rnt»f

Taking a swing: Alex Switzer play*
m a single* match during last year *
invitational hotted by GVSU

season.
"Lately, we have been
working on a lot of match play
situations," Koopsen said.
"We will also be working on
our volleys, our net game and
moving."
GVSU will travel to Hope
College today, and then to
Greencastle. Ind. for a match
against DePauw University on
Saturday.

Be our guest at Macomb
Be our guest at Macomb College
• Same material as classes offered at 4-year schools
• Transfer credits shorten degree completion time
• Small classes, personal attention, and saves money
• Convenient times-day, evening, weekend and online

It’s easy!
To get all the information you need:
• www.macomb.edu
• 866.Macomb1 (toil frer)
• request and complete a guest student packet
i

Spring/Summer registration starts March 27, 2007
Spring/Summer classes start April 30, May 21 or June 11, 2007

866.Maeomb1 (toll free)
macomb.edu

Macomb
Community College
t#vf af«>* •
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No. 8 Pittsburgh 0 No. 12 G-town

Indiana (u> Michigan State

Saturday, 2 p.m. on CBS

Saturday 9 p m on ESPN

No. 2 Wisconsin
Sunday.

No. 1 Ohio St.

4 p.m. on CBS

Brandon Watson
The Watsedamus On*

4

7-3

Pttt is tha^ast taam In th* Big East (specialty with
Aaron Gray's lunch pal* typ* double-doubt* *v*ry night
Th* Hoyas are th* hottest taam in the country right
now, sparking off rant wins in a row with Roy Hibberty
and Jeff Gr**n loading th* way insid*. Look out for Mika
Cook in this gam*.

ESPN loves the Sp.irt.nn, and I hate them But. the
Hoosleri arc coming o<♦ a tembkf performance against
Big Blue and playing at th* Bicslm is not a good remedy
DJ White needs to have a big game foi Indiana to
even have a chance Me nr el will be quiet until the
second half before he explodes from downtown

Coming off the hard loss to MSU. the Badge1s are
focused Oden is proving his wo« th, and the Thad Five
ar* running through the Big Ten. losing to only Carolina.
Whisky and Florida Too bad.Whisky is seven points
away from being unbeaten Alando Tucker is th* best
playci mi Anjerica and with Brian Butch inside, th*
Baaaadgers will walk into Columbus and beat the
Buckeyes on Sunday’

Pittsburgh 68, Georgetown 57

MSU 71. Indiana 61

Wisconsin 75, Ohio St 70

Jenna Carlesso

wi nu> ii n m*

Don't let the stilettos fool ] M
Perhaps Watsy missed th* headlines that boast th*
Hoyas’ Jeff Gr**n as th* Big East Confortnc* Player of
th* W**k. What's more — It’s th* second consecutive
w*«k a G-town piay*r owned th* tide. and th* third
in th* last four w**ks. Though Pittsburgh moved on*
half-gam* ah«ad of th* Hoyas for first piaca in th*
conference. th* biu* and gray will hav* a lag up in this

With the added excitement of ESPN’s College
GamcDay visit, there is little doubt the Spartans will
rock the Breslm Center On its home hardwood. Nenzcl
and his boys are going to whitcout the Hoosiers
Leading the league in field-goal percentage and sc br ing
defense. MSU is going to match what the Wolverines did
to the Hoosieis a week ago and send them back to East
Lafayette with the taste of defeat in then mouths

The Buckeyes blew over Minnesota Sunday (85-67)
hardly breaking a sweat Hotshot Greg Oden and
teammate Ron Lewis will make this a rough matchup
for th* Badgers Though much of Whisky's stats look
pretty on paper, the team licked its wounds after a Jan
31 loss to Indiana Please sec the above prediction, and
guess who 1 think is coming out on top this time

Georgetown 68, Pittsburgh 64

MSU 77. Indiana 69

Ohio St. 78. Wisconsin 72

The Hoosiers arc going to give thou best effort to
ensure this trip to Michigan doesn’t end like the last
one. but the Breslm Center is one of the most hostile
gyms in the country foi visiting teams Indiana is the
better team, but Tom Izio will have his Spartans ready
to play Neitzel will put on a show and make the
Hoosici s glad it is their last trip to Michigan this season

On pap«r. these two ttarns are so evenly matched, you
might as weft flip a com. Ohm Scat* has rts imposing
physical presence down in the paint with Oden, but the
Badgers are shooting almost 33 percent from the beyond
th* arc. Wisconsin is going to shock the Buckeye nation
and lake over the top spot in the national rankings with
a gritty win

MSU 70. Indiana 6)

Wisconsin 7J. Ohio St 67

mm
... . . —

ErlkWestlund
•ringing th* war chant to
Michigan

You are dead wrong Watson Pitt is not th* best taam
in th* Big East it may hav* th* b*st record in th*
conference, but who has It beat' Not a singl* ranked
taam. G-town on th* other hand has quality wins
against Notr* Dam*. Marquette and West Virginia
After this gam*, th* Hoyas wiH b* atop th* conf*r*nc*.

Seriously, who cares' Britney Spears’ singing carcei
fhinks MSU li insignificant this ycai The College
GamcDay crew is going to be at the Breslm Center'.
At least that means three or four people will be
watching this snoozer I sure as hell won t be

Now here is a Big Ten game I can get excited about I
love Trctsoi-BaH (yeah I said it I’m a Buckeyes fan) and
I’m really starting to love Matu-BaH at well Ohio State
dominates the conference m football apd basketball year
after year. Matt would know this if he spent less time
watching "ATHF" and more time actually following real
sports And no Matt soccer doesn't count.

Georgetown 68, Pittsburgh S9

MSU 62. Indiana 55

Ohio St SS.WKconsln 77
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Student aids others affected by Alzheimer's
By Laura Mazade
GVL Laker Life Editor

To help others cope with an issue
close to her heart, senior Sarah Curie
encourages students to share their
stories with others who understand.
The Alzheimer's Support Group
at Grand Valley State University
welcomes faculty and staff affected
by the disease to engage in a dialogue
together.
Curie,
who
was
personally
affected by a family member with
Alzheimer's, said she found solace in
the organization.
After learning her grandfather had
developed Alzheimer's, she and her
mother found strength and challenge
in caring for him. Curie said.
“He would get restless at night,"
she said. "He would get edgy and
think something was in the room with
him and he couldn’t sleep because of
it. It made me feel sad because I knew
there was something wrong, but I just
didn’t understand what it was."
Curie and her mother noticed
changes in her grandfather, Sam
Vinch, five years ago when he
wandered away from their house.
They soon realized he was in the
early stages of Alzheimer's disease.
Alzheimer's is a degenerative
brain disease that causes progressive
memory loss. It can also result in
impaired thinking and personality or
mood changes.
Once Vinch was diagnosed. Curie
said he could not be left alone.
Her family decided to keep
Vinch at home, where Curie took
responsibility helping with his needs

and condition.
"I helped my mom. who is a
nurse, take care of him." Curie said.
“She felt she could give him better
care than someone else, or someone
impersonal."
Her
grandfather's
condition
progressed quickly.
She spent the summer of 2005
taking care of him. which helped
her realize how much of an amazing
person he was, she said.
“There wasn’t just one thing about
him," she said. "He was such a happy
person, and I’m so thankful that he
didn’t know what was going on. He
had his moments, but I don't think it
ever got the best of him.”
After Vinch died in January 2006,
Curie realized she wanted a career in
geriatrics, she said.
She got involved with the
Alzheimer'sAssociation, participating
in the Detroit Memory Walk and
raising $1,000 for the cause.
When she returned to school this
year, she received information about
the Alzheimer’s Support Group at
GVSU presented through the Work
Life Connections Program.
Curie got involved with the
support group to help others affected
by Alzheimer's learn more about the
disease and get advice.
“Try not to get frustrated ... know
that it’s not them, it's the disease."
Curie said. “Don’t feel hopeless or
that they are completely gone because
they’re in there somewhere and they
know who you are.”
The support group is facilitated by
Cindy Beel-Bates. associate professor
in the Kirkhof College of Nursing,

Court tatfo / Ur oh Cur to
Capturing memories A younger Sarah Curie poses (or a picture with her grandfather. Sam Vmch, in I98S Vmch was diagnosed with Alzheimer's
disease five years ago and died m 200t

and Sue Sloop. Work Life consultant.
The group meets the second Tuesday
of each month.
While it is currently for community
members and GVSU faculty, members
are working to expand it to a more
student-focused group for those
interested,
Students would learn more about
the disease, how to understand the

behaviors and how to communicate
with people affected by Alzheimer's.
Beel-Bates said.
At the support group sessions, she
said participants facilitate dialogue
and offer advice. Curie serves as a
leader in engaging discussion amongst
group members, she added.
“This is the area (Curie) wants to
specialize in. so she's trying to be

supportive and get into the field and
contribute to what she can. even at
this stage of her career." Beel-Bates
said.
The support group is part of the
Greater Michigan Chapters of the
Alzheimer’s Association.
For
more
information
on
Alzheimer's disease, visit http://www
alzgmc.org or call (616) 459-4558.

GV community gains perspective on underage drinking
of expulsion from the university
are likely. Dusendang said.
He added if DPS breaks up a
party involving alcohol, officers
will not cite the people who have
not been drinking.
“We don't want to punish
you for choosing to be sober,”
Dusendang said.
The legal blood alcohol
concentration level for people
older than 21 is .08. which for the
average woman is two to three
drinks and three to five for the
average male. Klingensmith said.
However. Klingensmith said
most students do not realize what
qualifies as one drink.
"A drink is not a cup,” he said.
“It's how many shots go into that
drink. One ounce of alcohol is
equal to one drink ”

By Mary Pritchard
GVL Staff HYiter
Counselors and police teamed
up to present students with
a sharper sense of reality for
underage drinking on Monday.
At the “Alcohol: Truth. Laws
and Consequences” seminar,
speakers discussed how to avoid a
minor in possession and explained
how alcohol affects the body.
“You all already know it’s
illegal to drink (underage),” said
Eric Klingensmi th. coordinator
of Crisis Intervention for the
GVSU
Counseling
Center.
“That's your choice to accept
those consequences. If you chose
to drink, know how to do it
responsibly."
Breaking down some of the
misconceptions associated with
police and underage drinking,
officer Scott Dusendang from the
Department of Public Safety said
if a student calls because a friend
has alcohol poisoning, no one will
be issued an MIP.
“It's kind of an unwritten law
among us to not punish you for
thinking of others before yourself."
Dusendang said.
An MIP is a misdemeanor, and
the first offense usually results in a
court appearance, as well as a fine
of $200 and probation, which may
include an alcohol abuse program
or academic probation
The consequences increase
with each offense, and after three
MIPs, jail time and the possibility

To demonstrate, he explained a
Long Island typically has five shots
and a cup of jungle juice normally
has between six and seven shots of
alcohol.
"People say they don’t
understand why they are so drunk
because they only had three drinks,
but if each those drinks had five
shots in them, they've really had
closer to 15 drinks." Klingeasmith
said.
In order to get the effects most
people desire from drinking,
including being relaxed, more
confident and extroverted,
a
person only needs a blood alcohol
concentration of .04. or about one
drink, he said.
“My challenge to you all is if
you can feel those things after one
drink, why so beyond and put

yourself at risk for impairment or
harm.” Klingensmith said.
If students cannot feel the
effects after one drink, they have
developed a tolerance, which
is one of four key signs to look
for when identifying a drinking
problem, he added.
Blackouts, inability to stop
drinking without influence and
a family history of alcoholism

are other indicators of an alcohol
dependency, he said. If someone
has one or more of these factors, the
person should talk to a counselor
or friend about it. Klingensmith
added.
The seminar was organized
by the Counseling and Career
Development
Center
and
Department of Public Safety to
address issues of underage drinking

on campus from both physiological
and legal perspectives
For questions about MIPs or
other aspects of underage drinking,
contact Dusendang at (616) 331 3255.
For more information on
alcoholism
or
dependency,
visit the Counseling and Career
Development Center in Room 204
of the Student Services Building.

GVl I Kflly i*9*row

Clarifying misconceptions: Eric Klingensmith. who works for the GVSU
Counseling Center, met with students Monday at Kistler living center to present
'Alcohol Truth. Laws, and Consequence *

Group links students with 'buddy' system
things,” said GVSU Best Buddies
member Elizabeth Smith. “We
have created a friendship that
will last a long time.”
Buddies also must attend
a monthly meeting and group
outing with the organization.
This month, the group will go to
a Griffins hockey game. Decker
said.
It is a one-year commitment
because if students drop out half
way through the year, friendships
and feelings get hurt. Decker
said. In order to be a good college
buddy, students have to know
what it takes to be a good friend,
she added
“I joined best buddies for
the experience of working with
people with special needs and
also to make a difference in
someone's life,” Smith said. “I
also thought it would be a lot
of fun. which turned out to be
true."
Buddies are selected at the
beginning of the school year
through an interview process.
Organization members look for
individuals who have enough
time to put aside and wish to
enhance the lives of those with
disabilities. Decker said.
Students also have the ontion

By Kelly Garrett
GVL Staff Writer
Students at Grand Valley
State University can be a part of
building self esteem and social
skills for others with physical or
mental disabilities.
Best
Buddies
is
an
international organization with
a GVSU chapter. The program
matches college students with
local individuals who have a
mild disability for a one-on-one
friendship.
“It takes a lot of time to be
a college buddy.” said Katie
Decker, president of Best Buddies
at GVSU. “We want people who
are passionate and aren't just here
to build up their resume "
Buddies must keep in contact
with then group partner at least
once a week through phone calls,
e-mails or letters.
They are required to spend
tune with their buddy once a
month by doing activities such
as going to the mall, movies
or participating in community
events.
“I have brought (my buddy)
to basketball games here at
Grand Valley, football games.
Crait's Cruisers and manv other
/

of becoming an associate member
if they believe they do not have
the time to dedicate or want to see
how the program works before
becoming a full-time member.
Associate members go to the
monthly outings and meetings,
but are not paired up with a
buddy. They must also dedicate
one year to participating in Best
Buddies
“Most students are scared at
first, but end up loving it.” Decker
said. “The buddies give back to
us and we end up benefiting more
from the experience than them "
Decker said she now takes
time out of her day to appreciate
the small things in life since
becoming a buddy
Buddies are typically between
the ages of 18 and 25 and are
from schools in Jenison and
Hudsonville The program aims
to build self-esteem, social and
communication skills.
“My buddy is amazing,"
Smith said. “It's., having another
fnend to call up on the weekends
to hang out."
For more information about
Best Buddies, visit http//
www best buddies org. or email the GVSU chapter at
bestbuddiesevsu<Vvahno com.

(61« 243-7511

An easy and
convenient
location!

Only 1/4 mile from*
Main GV Entrance
3 &4 Bedroom*
Townhomes*
z run cams
Central Air*
On-site Managers*
Shuttle Bus Stop on site*
Dishwasher, Microwave*
Washer and Dryer

Large Bedrooms and
FREE Cable in EVERY Unit!
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Iran refuses to budge over uranium

Af Photo / Chariot lloi Arfcofatt

.*Hh own tun*: Keith Rolltm belts
;*Out d verse of 'One is the lonehest
**Numbec' durmg his audition to
> become the next Maytag Repairman

* diy-kmg open audition session
.*in Chicago on Tuesday

y

iiMaytag
Isolds open
feasting call
: for new
: repairman
By Tara Burghart
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Maytag Repairman wasn’t a
*■ lonely job Tuesday as about 200
men auditioned to wear the blue
cap and uniform of the iconic
television advertising character
During an open casting
call, a husky salesman sang
“One Is the Loneliest Number”
to an imaginary washer and
dryer, then did a kick line. A
hospital worker struggled to
fit the cap over his dreadlocks.
And a 20-something actor
talked to an appliance — again,
imaginary — like it was an
underappreciated wife.
Obviously, the next Maytag
Repairman — always lonely,
ostensibly because of the
dependability of Maytag's
I appliances — could look a lot
different from the somewhat
older fellows with the hangdog
expressions who have played
the part in the past.
Whirlpool Corp.. based in
Benton Harbor. Mich., bought
Maytag of Newton, Iowa, last
year, and company officials say
finding a new repairman is part
1 of plans to revitalize the Maytag
brand.
Since appearing on television
in I %7. he has only been played
by three acton. The contract of
the current repairman. Hardy
.Rawls, is not being renewed.
Whirlpixil officials say they
want the new repairman to be
energetic, young at heart and
t outgoing. But he indeed has to
be a man America, it seems, is
not yet ready for a repairwoman.
j at least according to their market
research.
“If you think of other
advertising icons out there ...
where is Ben Crocker? Where
is Juanita Valdez? Where’s
the Pillsbury doughgirlT’ said
Jeffrey Davidoff, Maytag's vice
president of brand marketing.
“I think there is something
that (consumers) see the
repairman partially as a person,
but really as a character.”
Davidoff said. ‘To be true to
that character, one of the things
we had to do was stick with a
man.”
The company held auditions
last weekend in Los Angeles
and has a casting call scheduled
Friday in New York City.
Applications also are being
accepted by mail; the new
repairman will be announced in
March.
At the Chicago auditions,
authentic Maytag repairmen who either own stores or work
there — were perhaps only
outnumbered by struggling
actors.
Scott Thompson. 44, has
i owned a Maytag store for eight
, yean in Valparaiso, Ind. He said
he has seen some changes since
Whirlpool took over Maytag,
i He now places orders over the
computer instead of the phone.
| for instance, hut is hopeful the
expanded product base will
help his business
"It’s new. I wouldn’t say it’s
| good or had. It’s just new." he
| said.
Those making it to the final
round of Tuesday’s auditions
| got to don the brimmed,
blue Maytag cap. They were
videotaped talking to an
imaginary Maytag appliance
of their choosing, then had to
deliver a line of dudogue in
several different ways.
One man channeled John
Wayne, another tried 'Tkxi
Driver”-era Robert de Niro,
i The auditions also drew a
bus driver, a police officer, a
stockbroker, a landlord, and a
construction worker

AP Photo / Ronald Zafc

Open talks: iian’s top nuclear negotiator All Carijam. center, speaks to media during a press briefing after hts meeting with Belgian Foreign Minister ICarel de Gucht. nght. at the residence of the Iranian ambassador in
Vienna, Tuesday Karel de Gucht heads the U N sanctions committee, which recommends possible penalties to the U N Security Council against Iran Standing at left is Iran’s Ambassador to the International Atomic
Energy Agency. IAEA. All Asghar Soltanieh

On eve of deadline,
country says it
wants negotiations
but continues
uranium demands
By George Jahn
Associated Press Writer
VIENNA.Austna(AP) — Iran’s
chief nuclear envoy said Tuesday
his country wants to negotiate its
uranium enrichment program on
the eve of a U.N. Security Council
deadline that carries the threat of
harsher sanctions But the country 's
hard-line president said Iran will
halt enrichment only if Western
nations do the same.
Sanctions could be triggered
by a report from Mohamed
ElBaradei. the head of the Vienna
based
International
Atomic
Energy Agency, to his agency's 35
board-member nations, expected
Wednesday. That report is expected
to say Iran has expanded enrichment
activities iastead of freezing them.
FYeskJent
Mahmoud

Ahinadinejad. speaking to a
crowd of thousands in Iran, said
his country was ready to stop its
enrichment program, but only if
Western nations do the same —
something die United States and
others with similar programs are
unlikely to even consider.
“Justice demands that those
who want to hold talks with us
shut down their nuclear fuel cycle
program too." he said. Then,
we can hold dialogue under a fair
atmosphere
The White House dismissed
Ahmadinejads call.
“Do you believe that's a serious
offer?" White House press secretary
Tony Snow asked. “It’s pretty clear
that the international community
has said to the Iranians. 'You can
have nuclear power but we don't
want you to have die ability to build
nuclear weapons ' And that is an
offer we continue to make."
Nevertheless. Ahmadinejads
speech was conciliatory, avoiding
fiery denunciations of the West.
Iran’s call for talks — voiced
separately
on
Tuesday
by
Ahmadinciad. Foreign Minister

Manouchehr Mottaki and senior
nuclear negotiator Ali Larijani
— suggested an attempt to convey
flexibility on die eve of the
deadline
Mottaki. in Tiirkey. said talks
on the nuclear dispute should try
to achieve an agreement allowing
“Iran to achieve its rights” while
eliminating “concerns” about
its nuclear ambitions Larijani.
in Vienna, said his country was
"looking for ways and means to
start negotiations.”
But the officials did not offer
what the Security Council is
demanding — an immediate and
unconditional stop to enrichment.
Iran has long insisted that it will
not stop its nuclear activities as a
condition for negotiations to start.
The United States and its
allies suspect that Iran is using its
nuclear program to produce an
atomic weapon — charges Iran
denies, saying its aim is to generate
electricity Enriched to a low level,
uranium is used to produce nuclear
fuel, but further enrichment makes
it suitable for use in building an
atomic bomb.

Lanjam said Iran was seeking
“constructive dialogue that could
... address the concents" of both
Tehran, which insists on ennehment
as its nght. and the world powers
that fear the program would be
used to develop nuclear arms.
While telling reporters his
country was prepared to deliver
“assurances that there would be
no deviation ... toward a nuclear
weapons program." he offered no
new suggestions — and indirectly
ruled exit suspending enrichment,
saying that was just a "pretext"
to put political pressure on his
country.

Larijani was even more direct
in rejecting an enrichment freeze
as a precondition for negotiations
in talks with ElBaradei. according
to diplomats familiar with the
substance of tlieir conversation.
“He ruled out suspension and
said Iran was not afraid of (U.N.)
sanctions.” one of the dipkxnats
told The Associated Press, speaking
on condition of anonymity because
his information was confidential.
The diplomat said Larijani told
ElBaradei that Iran could consider

an ennehment freeze only as a result
of talks — and not before sitting
down at the negotiating table.
Iran has rejected the Security
Council resolution as “illegal."
and said it would not give up its
right to enrich under the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty.
Tehran’s refusal to freeze all
its ennehment-related activities
prompted the U .N Sccunty Council
on Dec. 23 to impose sanctions
targeting its nuclear and missile
programs and persons involved in
them. Back then, it gave the country
60 days to halt enrichment or face
additional measures — a deadline
that expires Wednesday
Still, no sanctions were expected
immediately.
Discussions on a new resolution
aimed at stepping up pressure
on Iran to suspend ennehment
are expected to start next week, a
Security Council diplomat said in
New York, speaking on condition
of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the issue.
The council debate will focus
on what new nonmilitary sanctions
to include in a resolution.

Judge throws out lawsuit against Moore
Court says filmmaker did
not defame Terry Nichols’
brother, James, in movie
‘Bowling for Columbine’
By John Flesher
Associated Press Writer
TRAVERSE CITY. Mich (AP) Filmmaker Michael Moore won another
round Tuesday in a court battle with
the brother of Oklahoma City bombing

Mlchasl Moor*

conspirator Terry Nichols.
The 6th U.S Circuit Court of Appeals
in Ohio sided with a Michigan-based
federal judge who in 2005 threw out James
Nichols' suit accusing Moore of libeling and
defaming him in the Oscar winning movie.
"Bowling for Columbine "
Nichols, a Sanilac County soybean
farmer, contended statements in the 2002
film cuuld lead viewers to believe he was
involved in the bombing He also claimed
the film invaded his privacy and indicted
emotional distrevs.
But a three judge panel ruled unanimously

James Nichols
AP Photo' Fdtt

At odd*: lames NctoH. fight, brother of Oklahoma City bombtng conspirator Terry N«ttoN. is shown
m a We photo May 23. 1995. m Detroit, and Mmmaker Mxhae* Moore is shown n a We photo Oct 9.
2002. n los Angeles Moore won another round Tuesday m a court battle with lames Nichols The 6th
U S Circuit Court of Appeals tr> Ohio sided with a Michigan based federal judge who m 2005 threw out
lames Nxhoh suit accusing Moore of Mbefmg and defaming him m the Oscar winning movie, ’Bowling
for Columbine'

that District Judge Paul D. Borman acted
properly in rejecting the lawsuit. Borman
found that Moore’s statements about Nichols
were “factual and substantially true."
Nichols "has not presented any evidence
indicating that Michael Moore intended
to falsely implicate James Nichols in the
Oklahoma City bombing." the appeals
panel said.
Moore's attorney. Herschcl Fink, said it
was gratifying that two federal courts had
turned away challenges to the accuracy
of the film, a withering commentary on
guns and violence in America that won the
Academy Award for best dtxumentary
“It's especially important because in
this film, as well as ‘Fahrenheit 9/M' and
other instances, critics have claimed that his
reporting is inaccurate.” Fink said
Stcfani Godsey. attorney for Nichols,
said they would discuss whether to ask the
U.S. Supreme Court to hear the case.
"We absolutely disagree" with the
appeals court's decision, she said.
Nichols received hute mail and death
threats after “Bowling for Columbine"
was released, including letters from a high
school class that had been assigned to watch
the film. Godsey said
“One student wrote. ‘How could you
help make those bombs that you knew were
going to kill all those people, especially
those young children. " Gudsey said
That’s pretty hard to read when you're an
innocent man "
Teny Nichols is serving two life
sentences without parole for his role ui the
April 1993 bombing that killed 168 people
Timothy McVeigh was executed in 2001 for
masterminding the attack
Agents raided James Nichols’ farm two
davs after the bombuiff. after his brother and

McVeigh were identified as suspects. James
Nichols was arrested and held for 32 days,
then released for lack of evidence.
He was indicted on charges of helping
his brother and McVeigh detonate small
btnribs on his farm, which ultimately were
dismivsed.
In his suit. Nichols said the charges were
unrelated to the Oklahoma City attack but
that "Bowling for Columbine” suggested
otherwise.
Nichols objected to statements in the
film alleging that he and his brother made
"practice bombs” before Oklahoma City,
that both were arrested in connection with
the bombing and that they were charged
with conspiring to make and possess
small bombs. He also complained about
a statement that charges were dropped
because “the feds didn't have the goods on
James."
Borman that all those statements were
substantially true, and the appeals panel
agreed It also rejected Nichols' claim that
even if the statements were true in isolation,
the film presented them in a way that implied
h» involvement m the bombing
The appeals panel upheld Borman's
finding that Nichols was a public figure,
which set a higher threshold for him to
prove defamation
Moore, a fiery leftist who lives near
Traverse City, has produced a senes of
satirical dtxumentanes beginning with
"Roger St Me.” which expkmed how General
Motors Corp.'s plant closings and layoffs
affected his hometown of Flint “Fahrenheit
9/11" skewered President Bash's handling
of the war on terrorism
Scheduled for release later this year n
“Sicko." which takes aim at the nation's
health care svstem
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Violent effects: Relatives take a child on a stretcher to the Medina hospital m Mogadishu after he was hurt in a mortar attack
Feb 12 m Mogadishu. Somalia A mortar slammed into a home in Somalia s capital early Monday, killing a father and his 6-yearold son as they slept and wounding four people, witnesses said

Many Somalis flee daily
violence in capital as
hopes for peace fade
Hundreds flee in
cars, on foot as
mortar and rocket
attacks target the
country’s capital
By Mohamed Sheik Nor
Associated Press Writer
MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP)
— Somalis fled their violent capital
by the hundreds on Tuesday, in cars
and on foot, pulling carts heaped
with belongings in a desperate
attempt to leave an onslaught of
mortar and rocket attacks behind
them.
Amid the chaos, the U.N.
Security Council voted unanimously
Tuesday to authorize an 8.000member African Union force to
help stabilize Somalia and set the
stage for U.N. peacekeepers to take

with U.N. help but — with no real
army or police force — has had
little authority.
The latest fighting comes as the
first troops of an African Union
peacekeeping force were scheduled
to amve as early as Friday.
Nigeria
reiterated
its
peacekeeping commitment, saying
Tuesday its 850-troop contribution
should arrive by mid-April.
The U.N. resolution adopted
Tuesday noted the Aug. 19
communique of the African Union
Peace and Security Council stating
that the AU will deploy a mission
to Somalia for six months to help
stabilize Somalia which “will
evolve into a United Nations
operation that will support the long
term stabilization and post-conflict
restoration of Somalia.”
Insurgents have staged near
daily attacks, and Mogadishu’s
civilian population has suffered.

over the long-term job of bringing
peace to the Horn of Africa nation.
Government
forces
and
Ethiopian troops exchanged heavy
fire overnight with insurgents,
leaving 15 dead and 45 injured
in the heaviest fighting this year
in Mogadishu. Among those
killed were a 4-year-old boy and
a pregnant woman. A 12-year-old
girl lost both her legs, doctors said.
“We cannot keep our children
in this violent situation," said Yonis
Nor. who left the capital with his
eight children and hundreds of
other families. “I am scared.’'
Mogadishu sescalaung violence
thneateas to plunge Somalia back
into the years of anarchy and chaos
that dogged the nation after 1991,
when warlords overthrew dictator
Mohamed Siad Bane, igniting a
16-year conflict.
Numerous attempts at restoring
order have failed. The transitional
government was formed in 2004

Michigan closing prison to
help balance state’s budget
By David Eggert
Associated Press WYiter
LANSING. Mich (AP) The state plans to close a 1.500inmate prison in Jackson by
July to help balance next year's
suite budget, the Department of
Corrections announced Tuesday.
The
Southern
Michigan
Correctional Facility — one of
five prisons in Jackson — will
close, corrections spokesman
Russ Marian told The Associated
Press Nearly 7.800 inmates are
incarcerated in Jackson overall,
or 15 percent of Michigan's
prisoner population.
'This is a first step in
implementing
the
budget
proposal,” Marian said. "The
hope is to minimize the impact
of this facility closing on our
employees.”
The prison closing likely

level 5 inmates.
The prison, which Marian
said is costly to operate, opened
in 1997 after renovations were
made to the former Suite Prison
of Southern Michigan, which was
broken up into separate facilities
after riots in the 1980s. The
Southern Michigan Correctional
Facility was once pan of the
world's largest walled prison.
Senate Majonty Leader Mike
Bishop, a Rochester Republican,
said he was surprised by the news
.uid criticized the Granholm
administration.
But Granholm spokeswoman
Liz Boyd said "no one should be
surprised" because the governor
two weeks ago said she planned
to parole “non-violent” inmates
and consider commuting the
sentences of elderly and sick
prisoners.

won’t be the only one. as
Democratic
Gov.
Jennifer
Granholm’s
budget-balancing
plan calls for paroling 5.000
more prisoners to cut costs in
the fiscal year that starts Oct. 1.
Closing the prison and another
housing unit in Jackson will cut
about 1.800 beds. Marian said.
A top corrections official told
the Senate Judiciary Committee
that paroling an extra 5.000
inmates could result in five
prisons being closed.
"The activity that we’re going
to be engaged in foi uie reduction
of the prison population is now.”
said Dennis Schrantz. deputy
director of the corrections
department.
It costs $35 million a year
to run the Southern Michigan
Correctional Facility, which
houses level 2 and 4 offenders
Maximum-security prisons hold

Character, Comfort & Beaut
24hf tmergency Main
■ lit tonal Storac

Limited Time OnlyI
Stop in today fora tour!

Comfort... Privacy... Modern Amenities...
and a Great Location!
Meadows Crossing , a new student townhome community
located at the entrance to GVSU, Allendale Campus, across the street
from The Meadows Golf Course.
and apartments designed for one person
is individually keyed for privacy Eight floor
plans are available, some featuring barrier-free access and others with a single-stall, attached
garage Meadows Crossing also offers a dub house with community room, recreational
Featuring 189 two- and four bedroom townhomes

in each bedroom with private bath Each bedroom

facilities, and on-site retail services.

Stop In today to see us at our on-site leasing office
or visit us on line at www.meadowscrossing.net!
Gar

ILOFTS
■

■■ ■ -

26 Sheldon Blvd. SE Grand Rapids

Heat |i
Intercom
Laundry Fa

k

■■A■
For more

(616)234 0100

www.k>ftsap<*rtments.com

^ Friendly

Leasing Office Hours:
900 am - 500 pm,

Monday Friday
Saturday

1200 pm - 500 pm.

MeadowsCrossing
smart living

616 892-27001 telephone

888

200-31381 toll free

616-092-2702 | fax

MeadowsCrossing
10?45 48th Avenue
Allendale. Michigan 49401
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Dodgeball
continued from poge §1

never lott a match and are the
only team to ever beat GVSU,
Ohio State will boat the
national championahipa this
year.
Soukup said he i> well aware
of the lucceii of other Laker
team» and wants dodgeball to get
that same kind of recognition.
“This is Grand Valley, and
national championships are the
only things that count here,**

Softball
continued from poge B1

With a year of experience
under her belt, she will head a
pitching staff capable of leading
GVSU deeper into postseason
play
"They're not overpowering
pitchers but they move the ball
around a lot," Woods said "We
sort of preach, if you get good
fielding and good pitching,
you’re going to win games."
The Lakers have been
working out indoors from 5:45
to 7:45 a m., four days a week
since the beginning of February
in their final preparation for a
trip to Florida the first week of
March.

Watson
continued from poge B1

Card will once again leave
the AL East without either
the Yankees or Red Sox in
postseason play.

Golf
continued from poge B2

a solid 84. and junior Tracey
Puckering shot an 86 to round
out the scores for the Lakers.
All in all. Stinson said the
tournament was a valuable
learning experience for her
squad, and an overall good start
to the spring campaign.
"Each person did well in
some areas and had areas that

he said. “This year we are very
committed to what is going on
and the team realized what the
end goal i§."
Soukup said winning this
tournament was a great way to
get the Lakers ready for their
upcoming
schedule,
which
includes several home matches
and additional tournaments
The team's success and the
intrigue of the game helped build
a devout group of fans They
even follow the team on the road
and made a strong showing this

past weekend in East Lansing.
"We had the most fans of
any team there.'' Horstman said.
"I saw a lot of blue shirts and a
lot of players' parents come and
watch.”
The team is in its second year
and is starting to take its sport a
little more seriously.
"It kind of started off as an
inside joke and we never really
thought it would take off,"
Soukup said. "We are more
focused this year "

While there, they will compete
in 13 games during an eight-day
span
Buresh said the tough
competition the team faces down
South is crucial in preparing it
for the rest of the season.
"It is definitely worth the
trip," she said. “Staying in
Michigan and playing isn't an
option because we would be
even farther behind We have
been working hard for weeks,
and yeah it is a little different
going outside, but we have to
make the adjustments."
The more challenging teams
are those from Florida because
they have had the luxury of
practicing outside the majority
of the time Michigan was draped

in snow. Woods said.
Woods said his team's sixth
game of the year against Winona
State University will be the
opposition’s 28th.
Despite
the
experience
disadvantage. Buresh said the
team is anything but daunted.
"This is just something we
have to do." she said. "We have
had a lot of success down in
Florida in the past, and we want
to continue that."
The Lakers will be on the road
playing in tournaments where
the weather is warmer until the
end of March.
They will open the conference
season in Allendale on March
28 against rival Ferris State
University.

The Tigers have the road
paved for their first Central
Division Title.
Can they make the fall
classic again'* Sure, if the
pitching holds up and key

pieces of the puzzle stay off the
disabled list.
A return trip to the World
Series is definitely possible, but
wait until after Spring Training.
Then we will talk.

they need to work on." she said
"Our iron play was pretty good
as was our putting. Off the tee I
thought we did pretty well for it
being so early in the season, but
our consistency isn’t quite there
yet"
Stinson said although course
conditions were not ideal, it
was not a factor in her team's
performance.
"The course was wet and
played a little longer than it

appeared.” she said. "The
design of the course has a lot
of elevation changes, especially
around the greens, and with the
wind it was sometimes a three to
four club difference, even on a
shorter hole."
GVSU will have two and a
half weeks to prepare for its next
match, the details of which are
still being determined. Stinson
said she plans to use spring break
for more practice time.
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HOME FOR
THE SUMMER?
Get a jump
on next year!

Take a couple of classes at
your community college.
Costs are much lower

Vallance

Credits transfer back to
Grand Valley State University

continued from poge B2

Along with GVSU and
Sienna College. Miami
University of Ohio and
Colorado State University will
round out Pool C.
If the Lakers can manage to
get healthy and stay mentally
tough, there's no limit to what
they can achieve in nationals.
McLean attributed most
of his team's losses this year
to a lack of confidence and
aggressiveness. The Lakers
will need to keep both high if
they want to avoid watching
the championship game from
the stands.
Regardless of how things
turn out in March, this season
will always be remembered by
players and fans alike.
It has set a new standard
for GVSU club hockey.

Make up that missing
credit or failed class

Get your news online at
■

Lanthorn.com
and leave some feedback

Contact your local Community College
for details.

2007 Mill Steel
Open House

b West Shore Community College......................... Scottville
231-845-6211

www.westshore.edu

■

"...the best seeking the best."

Henry Ford Community College.........Detroit-Dearborn
800-585-HFCC
www.hfcc.edu

Come and...
... see why the Michigan Business &
Professional Association has named Mill Steel;

Vne of the Top 10 Places to work in
West Michigan 4 years in a row.0
... find out about full time positions
& paid internship opportunities.

a
L

... learn why Mill Steel is one of the most
unique, rewarding, and dynamic work
environments in America.
... eat PIZZA.. lots & lots of PIZZA1

Lake Michigan College...Benton Harbor/Niles/S.Haven
800-252-1 562
www.lakemichigancollege.edu
Montcalm Community College..................................Sidney
877-328-21 11

www.montcalm.edu

i
Northwestern Michigan College.................Traverse City
^Fr 800-748-0566
www.nmc.edu

-✓V

Tuesday, February 27th 6pm-8pm
5116 36th St , SE Grand Rapids, 4951f
Mill Steel is not what
you'd expect...
it's better!"
Visit

www

millsteel net to sign-up for this even

y

Glen Oaks Community College............. Centreville
888-994-7818
www.glenoaks.cc.mi.us
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Strange, but true
SOUTH EUCLID. Ohio <AP)
— A college nng loti mure than 20
yean ago by a former undercover
officer for the CIA has been found
m an underwater cave off the coast
of Afnca
Stevc Run. a writer on staff at
Notre Dame College, received an
e-mail about two weeks ago from
a professional diver horn Germany
Wilfred Thrseti wrote that he
had found a class nng bearing the
college's name while diving off
Maunuus
The ring was engraved with the
year ‘76. The nng was missing the
thin portion on the underside that
(xdinanly carries its owner's name
Ruic publicized the discovery in
both an e-mail *c vuiicge staff and
a newsletter to alumni, but no one
came forward to claim it.
Then, while interviewing a
member of the class of 1976 for an
unrelated alumni magazine story,
Ruic asked Dr. Maryellen Amato
Stratmann if she'd ever been to
Mauritius
“I couldn't believe it." Ruic said.
"She said. ‘No. but Clare Cavoli
Lopez has . ”
Lopez, a 1976 Notre Dome
College graduate and former CIA
undercover officer, was stationed at
Port Louis. Mauritius, horn 1983 to
1983. During a dive, the ring slipped
from her finger.
Ruic sent Thiesen's address to
Lopez. She has exchanged e-mails
with Thiesen. she said Monday, and
they're arranging far him to mail it.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Instead of a gun, convenience stive
clerks have been attacked with
fiery hot drinks in a series of recent
robberies, police said.
Typically, one of (he robbers
buys a coffee or hot chocolate and
throws the drink in the cashier's face
while his accomplice scoops the
money from the dll. city police Sgt.
DP. Pace said Monday.
At least one cashier has suffered
thud-degree bums in the splash-andgrah robberies that began about two
weeks ago. Pace said.
The pair, repeatedly caught on
surveillance cameras, have robbed
six convenience stores in New
Jersey, three in Philadelphia, five
in Delaware County, one in Bucks
County and one in Wilmington.
Del., police said.
"In my 37 years of reading police
reports, and studying criminals
and crime. I have never heard of
something like this,” said Lawrence
W. Sherman, director of the Jerry
Lee Center of Criminology at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Wawa and 7-Eleven, primary
targets of the pair, are offering up to
$10,000 far their arrest, police said.

International Falls officials
say they didn't even know their
trademark had expired untd a
Denver Pvrf reporter called them
with Fraser's news last week
"No. no. no?" IntrmationaJ Falls
Mayor Shawn Mason told the paper
"The city owns the trademark ’
The battle won't be the first for
the chilly municipalities Fraser has
claimed the "Icebox" title since
1956. but gave up its "official’’
claim back in 1986. far a payment
of $2,000 from International Falls.
International
Falls
( it>
Administrator
Rod
Ottemess
sounded ready to defend the title
w hen he learned of the controversy
"We beat them once, and I’m
sure we can beat them again.” he
said.

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
Getting the perfect lips or nose might
cost you extra if a new bill passes in
the Legislature.
Stale Rep. Phyllis Kahn is pushing
to extend Minnesota’s 6.5 percent
sales tax to cosmetic surgery and
appearance-enhancing procedures
including chemical skin peels, laser
hair removal, cosmetic injections
and spider vein treatments
Anybody who has the money
fur plastic surgery can afford to pay
the tax. said Kahn, a Minneapolis
Democrat.
"There aren’t a lot of homeless
people and there aren't a lot of people
who don’t have enough money
for food who are getting optional
cosmetic surgery." she said.
New Jersey Ls the only stale that
taxes cosmetic surgery, collecting
an estimated $11 million this year
Kahn sard her proposal would raise
about $7 million a year.
Most of that money would
come from the bank accounts of
hardworking women, said Dr.
Richard D'Amico, president-elect
of the American Society of Plastic
Surgeons He said 90 percent of
plastic surgery patients are female,
with annual incomes averaging

GRANTS PASS. Ore (AP)
— You can call Claudette Osborn
double-lucky
Last week she won her second
brand-new car in nine months while
gambling in a casino. In June, she
drove home in a $30,000 silver
Saturn Sky convertible horn Spirit
Mountain Casino after playing the
penny slots.
Last week it was a $20,000
shiny-red Volkswagen Beetle she
won in a drawing at Seven Feathers
Casino in Canyunville
“1 must be living nght or
something.” said Osborn, a retired
state revenue agent who works parttime inspecting rental properties.
Osborn and her husband. Dale,
had driven to Seven Feathers for a
Valentine's Day dinner and to do
a little gambling Her name was
called as one of five finalists in the
car giveaway.
“I was playing poker in the poker
room, and I had gotten a full house
when I heard my name.’’ Osborn
sakl. “1 thought. ‘Oh no. I can't
leave. This is the first good hand
I’ve had. ”
A friend encouraged Osborn to
leave the game, pointing out that
the most she could win in the poker
game was less than $100. Osborn
left and won the car.
“You can't believe how many
people gave me hugs and kisses,” she
said. It's the first time on Valentine's
Day I got a decent present!"
She traded in the Saturn Sky for a
2005 Toyota Camry plus cash. And
the VW? She’s not sure.
"It drives really race and it's a
beautiful little red car." she said.
"But I kwe my blue Camry. I’m
going to let this one sit in the garage
awhile and think about it"

Weekly SUDOKU

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 lascivious
5 Hostel
8 Pesky kid
12 Shaving
cream
additive
13 Conk out
14 Anger
15 HOV lane
groups
17 To hear.* m
court
18 Be
philanthrope
19 Silly smite
21 Trudge
(through)
24 Neither mate
25 Church area
28 Mire
30 Under the
weather
modifications
33 Japanese
54 Mallard
theater
55 inseparable
34 Arousing
56 long
suspicion
narrative
35 Coquettish
work
36 Verity
57 Wan
37 Aleutian
58 Drag along
island
59 Assessment
38 Hackman or
Kelly
DOWN
39 Bug-spray
1 Chantilly, e g
letters
2 Verve
41 The
3 Information
Tentmaker
4 Give
43 Episodic TV
testimony
show
5 Reply to the
46 Impel
JP
50 Arabian Sea 6 Zero
nation
7 Capone foe
51 Will
8 Stomach aid

9 Tor the
Good Times'
singer
10 Screenwriter
James
11 Geog subdi
vision
16 Hooter
20 Black
22 Donl include
23 Enthusiasm
25 Whatever
amount
26 'Ulalume'
writer
27 Fiery
Furnace fellow
29 Pal
31 Actor Chaney
32 Old-time
soap

ingredient
34 Destiny
38 Food seller
40 Way too
small
42 Hollywood
org
43 Pop
44 Flightless
Hock
45 Highlander
47 Phttbms
co-host
48 Coagulate
49 Being to
Brutus
52 lennons
lady
53 Morning
moisture
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Find answers on B7

A true journey begins with a question.
x
Ask yours this Lent.
We invite you to join us,
To celebrate the season,
To renew or reconcile your faith.

Catholic Information Center

Paulist Fathers

A ministry of the Paulist Fathers
616.479.7267
www.catholicinformationcenter.org

by Linda Thistle
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DENVER (AP) — A cold war is
brewing over a chilly title
City officials in the town of
Fraser have filed for a federal
trademark on the nickname “Icebox
of the Nation,” hoping to snatch
the title from another chilly kxrale.
International Falls. Minn.
The Minnesota city of about
6,300 on Monday acknowledged
it had inadvertently faded to renew
its federal trademark buck in 1996.
even while keeping a state trademark
up to date,

about $60,000.
“It hurts working women who
save up their money and work
hard and tty to do something for
themselves once in a while." he
said.
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Place a number m the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across each column down and each
smaM 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK; * * *
* Moderate * * Challenging
* * * HOO BOY!
' XXjr long f «H.m 8y*« . Inc
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Find answers on B7
6955

• 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly

Taking Applications Starting

GAS PRICES
aren't only high at the pumps.

Natural gas conservation saves us all some cash.

March 1*

For Spring & Summer Move-ins

MARKETPLACE
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CLASSIFIED RATES
IliBIIMk *oon Thursday to»Mo

SUMMER IN MAINE Mala and
females.
Meet new fnends
Travail Teach your favorite ac
tivity. Tennis, canoe, water ski.
gymnastics, silver jewelry. Eng
lish riding, copper enameling,
basketball, field hockey, swim,
Mil. kayak, archery, rocks,
ropas, art, pottery, office, and
morel June to August. Resi
dential. Enjoy our website Ap
ply online. TRIPP LAKE CAMP
for GIRLS: 1-800-997-4347
www. tnppiakecamp. com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feeling like a good movie?
Cinemark in Rivertown Cross
ings Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everydayl Check out www.cinemark.com for movies times.

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
The hotel closest to campus is
only 1 block NW of GVSU. We
have 60 spacious guestrooms
and suites which include
high-speed internet. Free conti
nental breakfast and there's an
indoor pool. Please call to re
serve a room at 616-892-8000

WANTED

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

2 Issues mm.

55</wo»d

3-4 Issues

SOC/word

5+ Issues

4SC/wtwd

Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 2S
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2480.
Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451-4300 for directions.

BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
Working on Mackinac Island
this Season • Make life long
friends The Island House hotel
and Ryba's Fudge Shops are
looking for seasonal help in all
areas: Front Desk. Bell Staff.
Wait Staff. Sales Clerks, and
Starbucks Baristas. Housing
available, bonus, and dis
counted meals. Call Ryan at
1(800) 626-6304. www.theislandhouse.com
J«w«lry Sales Due to our
growth, we are looking for a
part-time sales person (15-25
hours per week) with very posi
tive energetic personality Re
tail sales experiences preferred,
but not necessary Please call
Jensen
Jewelers
(616)
669-1900 or submit resume to
danOjen senjewelers. com
Earn $800-$3200 a month to
drive brand new cars with ads
placed on them, www.adcarkey.com

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
MO.® per week up to 25 w M.1V
Each additional word 75C

SOC/word
4 SC/word
40C/wo»d

HOUSING

Part-Time Work.
$14.28
base-appt. Flexible around
classes, no experience needed
Customer sales/service. Call
241-6303 or apply at workforstudents.com

2-3 Roommates needed for a 3
bedroom houM in Grand Rap
ids: 2 full baths, dining room
walk-in closets, fully furnished
$340 (or less) per month. Move
in May and sign year lease!
Contact Erin at 517-316-5797.

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment 331-2464

FOR SALE
Small
Apartment
Washerhooks into sink with adapter
and drains into sink. Very com
pact and easy to move. 3 cy
cles $45^73^2517

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904 Bus stops out
front.

Allendale Campus

331-2460
9S

( ah utfti Mr r»Uv

MJ

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month,
$125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463. www.gopromo.com
Live near downtown. 4 and 5
bedroom houses available
www.liveingr.com
Ottawa Creek Apartments are
now leasing for the 2007-2008
school year. Monthly rent as
low as $187,501 Visit www.ottawacreek.com or call 453-9190
for details.

INTERNSHIPS

HOUSING
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

100 COMMONS

:

EMPLOYMENT

CONGRATULATIONS
Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus

DIRTS/
NONPROFIT

LOST & FOUND
MISCELLANEOUS

HELP
WONTED!

l he hardest
test I’ve ;
ever taken.
Bethany
can help.
-

•

Free,
confident tit l
pregtutncy
counseling.

Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus ride away!

A
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•GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
R & FALL 07 POSITIONS
WIIA1 Wl KI LOOKING FOR

1. Sales Experience
2. Self Motivators
3. Flexible Schedule
4. Excellent Communicator
Y 5. Able to work in a team
l

I
f

environment
6. Going into a related field

STOP INTO THE LANTHORN
TO DROP OFF YOUR RESUME
Contact Nick @ 331 - 2484
advertising@lanthorn.com .J|a|

ADVERTISEMENT

B10 Thursday, February 22, 2007

10235-95 42nd Avenue

l ufetvn fcadum

616-895*6678

Grand Valley Lanthorn

www.CampusViewHousing.com

New
for
2007
FREE DSL and Basic Cable
Rec Center, including:

TV WMdrv.1

Full-Court Basketball
Aerobic Studio
Exercise Machines

¥p«i jrncut£>**

Community Center

WiFi
Coffee Bar
Plasma TV
Pool Tables

men

Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

Townhomes going fast!
Get one of the last three 4 bedroom,
Hew Town homes
Coming 2007

4.5 bath style before they're dll

gone!

